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DEAR READER,
In this summer issue we focus on the latest trends and there was no better
place to encounter the latest technology and gain advice on how to prepare
for future challenges than the recent UK Garage & Bodyshop event in
Birmingham – we provide some insights from page 64.
We highlight the tools and training available to help workshops future
proof their business and skills within our autotech supplement from page
30, which includes details of the first round of training sessions that will
take place at our Big Weekend in Warwich 23-24 September. We also have a
limited offer of free accommodation to those who purchase two-day passes,
see page 32 for more on this.

NICOLA ST CLAIR, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk
07904 521 923

Rob Marshall investigates the latest trends in suspension, from page 22, and
summarises a step-by-step 2CT clutch replacement from page 15.
Whatever your plans over the summer months, we do hope you find time to
relax with family and friends in the sunshine. Keep up to date with news and
technical advice on www.autotechnician.co.uk and on www.facebook.
com/Autotechmagazine.

PAUL DEARING, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
Paul@autotechnician.co.uk
07808 077 611

NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR

ROB MARSHALL, TECHNICAL EDITOR
NATHAN WISE, DIGITAL BRAND MANAGER
Nathan@autotechnician.co.uk

Nicola@autotechnician.co..uk

MIKE SMITH, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
admin@autotechnician.co.uk

facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
twitter.com/autotech_mag

To ensure you continue to receive the magazine, register here:

https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe

* View and download previous digital issues at:

www.autotechnician.co.uk

Paul and I would like to dedicate this issue to Bob Sockl, our previous boss,
friend, and mentor at Crystal Communications, who sadly passed away
recently, following a long illness.
Bob was a figurehead within the automotive publishing and exhibition
arenas, a much-respected and enthusiastic businessman and influencer, who
was eager to take on new challenges with his team. To us girls in the office, he
also played the role of a second dad, in some cases primary father figure, and
always made time to nurture ambition, allow us to lead and be a shoulder to
cry on when needed. We are all very grateful to have had him in our lives for
so many years, and for the valuable life lessons he shared.
Bob Sockl, alongside former Aftermarket Design
Editor, Louise Ferne and myself on our last day at
Crystal Communications in 2015

The family have asked that memorial contributions be made to Demelza
Hospice Care for Children in remembrance: www.demelza.org.uk.

Subscription to the magazine is free to those who fulfil the publisher’s criteria. UK independent workshops can subscribe at www.autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe. Nine issues will be
published throughout 2022 and will be mailed out free of charge to qualifying readers - you must work in a UK independent workshop, have buying responsibility and reside in the UK. Those
who do not meet the qualifying criteria can request to receive a link to the digital issue free of charge or can opt to pay £25 for an annual subscription to receive an issue in the post.
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd and reproduction in whole or in part of any text, photograph or illustration, without prior written
permission of the publishers, is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure the content of Autotechnician is accurate, the publishers cannot accept liability for omissions or errors. Any
written material or pictures supplied by contributors are published in good faith and on the understanding they are free from any copyright or other restrictions.
Published by: Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd, The Joiners Shop, Historic Dockyard Chatham, Kent ME4 4TZ
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industry
SURVEY REVEALS EMPLOYERS BELIEVE THE SKILLS SHORTAGE WILL DEEPEN
Over 80% of automotive bosses have admitted that, since the
pandemic, they have found it increasingly difficult to recruit
skilled staff with 90% reporting that workshop and technical
roles are the hardest positions to fill, according to a recent
survey commissioned by Autotech Recruit.
Over a two-month period, workshop and garage managers,
and anyone within the automotive aftermarket responsible for
recruitment, participated in the survey, and the results expose
the severity of the skills shortage and how strategies to recruit,
train and retain talent need to be implemented urgently to
safeguard the future of the industry.
Over 90% of respondents believe that the challenge of
recruiting skilled vehicle technicians will get worse over
the next few years, with three quarters admitting that the
shortages are having a negative impact on the profitability of
their business.
“The skills shortage within the automotive industry is
certainly not a new problem – it’s a direct consequence of
years of under investment in training and recruiting younger
generations,” comments Simon King, MD of Autotech Group.
“However, Brexit and the pandemic has exacerbated the issue,
which is clearly illustrated within the results of our survey.
The motor industry has the sixth highest vacancy rate of all UK
industry sectors.
When it comes to preparing for the future, just 4% of those
surveyed revealed that all their technicians were trained
to Level 2 electric/hybrid vehicle standard – and almost a
third admitted that no technicians within their business had
received any electric vehicle training.
Autotech Recruit says that the effects of not making the
automotive industry, particularly the aftermarket, an attractive
option to the school-leaving generation is also being felt. Over
65% of businesses surveyed employed technicians over the
age of 30, with just 1 in 5, reporting a majority workforce under
the age of 29.
Encouragingly, over 61% said they had plans to employ
apprentices, but the industry needs to significantly shift its
focus and create more opportunities for younger generations,
as Simon comments: “As an industry, we specifically need to

INDUSTRY

GOVERNMENT AXES PLUG-IN CAR GRANT
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The government has now closed the plug-in car grant
scheme and is expected to heavily disincentivise EV
adoption across the UK.
Mike Coulton, EV Consultant at Volkswagen Financial
Services UK, said: “Whilst it should not come as a surprise
to see the Government have brought to a close the
Electric Vehicle Plug-In Car Grant (PICG), it is nonetheless

harness the talent of automotive college leavers who lack
experience in the garage environment. We need to be more
open to recruiting inexperienced young technicians with a
view to helping them connect their theoretical knowledge
to the work environment, to ensure they don’t disappear into
other industries straight after college.”
For further insights and advice from automotive industry
experts on the topic of skills shortages download and read
Autotech Group’s “Guide to Overcoming Automotive Staff
Shortages,’ at https://autotechrecruit.co.uk/a-guide-toovercoming-automotive-talent-shortages.

hugely disappointing that more is not being done to
encourage and support lower-income households in the
transition to EVs.
“Maintaining or even increasing the PICG for the least
expensive EVs to make them more affordable, and
encourage manufacturers to produce electric cars at a
lower price-point, could have been a strong incentive to
help adoption for this sector of the market.”

BEN AND WELLONOMICS PRODUCE PIONEERING
WELLBEING APP
Ben, the automotive industry charity, has introduced BenWell
– a new wellbeing platform, developed specifically for the
automotive industry in partnership with Wellonomics.

The insight-led app and web portal can be used by workshops
to take the emotional and physical temperature of their team,
enabling companies to better support their employees with
their wellbeing.
Each month, employees spend less than 10 minutes answering
questions across six key personal wellbeing areas, and five
management areas. Once completed, their personal dashboard
gives a real-time view of their wellbeing and offers tailored
support and guidance from experts in each area, accessed via
mobile, tablet or desktop.
From an employer perspective, individual survey results are
anonymised but, by tracking key wellbeing indicators via the
dashboard, employers get a real time overview of how their
employees are feeling about life at home and work, taking the
guesswork out of wellbeing and enabling them to be proactive
in their response.
If any potential wellbeing issues are identified, employers
can create targeted solutions that address their people’s

needs, building greater employee satisfaction, retention and
productivity for the business.
In addition to the app and web portal, the complete
BenWell package also includes: Access to printed wellbeing
documentation on a wide range of topics for use around the
workplace; Access to HR Manager Lite from Lawgistics – a HR
and compliance platform designed for automotive employers
that might not have their own HR function; Access to a portfolio
of Ben Training courses to help teams build self-awareness and
good habits that promote resilient mental health.
Matt Wigginton, Director of Partnerships, Engagement & Income
at Ben, said: “Our most recent industry survey showed us that
94% of automotive workers have been personally affected by a
health and wellbeing issue in the last 12 months. That figure is
astonishing. Not only does this mean our automotive colleagues
have been struggling, it also means that businesses are suffering
too. Employee absence, reductions in productivity, low team
morale – all of these things are caused by wellbeing issues and
ultimately affect the health of your business.
For more information about BenWell, visit https://ben.org.
uk/how-we-help/for-my-business/benwell.
If you or someone you know is struggling, you can chat with
Ben online, https://ben.org.uk/get-help, or call its free and
confidential helpline on 08081 311 333 (Mon- Fri 8am - 8pm).

IS YOUR EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

GEA ACCREDITED?

www.gea.co.uk

GEA ACCREDITED ENGINEER
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456

The Garage Equipment Association

The Upholders of Industry standards since 1945

For peace of mind always use a
Garage Equipment Association
member.
GEA accredited engineers work to an
industry code of conduct. Your
assurance their skills and knowledge
have been independently assessed.

Ask your engineer for his accreditation card !

INDUSTRY

Name
Company
Discipline
Exp Date
ID Number
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THE INTERNATIONAL PLATFORM FOR
INDUSTRY, TRADE AND REPAIR SHOPS
The international automotive aftermarket is getting
back together in Frankfurt from 13 to 17 September
2022 and then in even-numbered years, occupying
eight exhibition halls and around 200,000 square
metres of exhibition space.

industry's leading trade fair. This is where strategic discussions
are held at the highest level – something that is finally possible
again. That’s important, because the aftermarket is changing
faster than ever. Whether it’s connectivity, data access,
e-mobility or sustainability – there is a lot to talk about!”

Automechanika Frankfurt features numerous new themes and
showcases, including ‘Innovation4Mobility’, a section dedicated
to new mobility, alternative drive technologies, connectivity
and digitalisation, as well as the Automechanika Academy
with hands-on workshops, and the Automechanika Innovation
Awards. There will be a particular focus on the topics of
sustainability, remanufacturing and the supply chain. Other
areas of focus include training, professional development and
recruiting.

The ‘Innovation4Mobility’ showcase presents pioneering
solutions for connected vehicles and climate-neutral mobility
and more products than ever before are highlighted by
the Automechanika Innovation Awards. Show Director Olaf
Mußhoff: “This sends a strong signal and shows just how
innovative the industry is – something that is especially
important with the current situation.”

INDUSTRY

Olaf Mußhoff, Director of Automechanika Frankfurt, is delighted
with the positive feedback from the sector: “I look forward to
seeing numerous international key players and trade visitors
from all over the world back here in Frankfurt. It is a longawaited opportunity to do business in person and enjoy an
up-close experience of new products and live presentations.”
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The Diagnostics & Repair category features numerous
companies showcasing their newest solutions, including
MAHA, Snap-on, Blitz Rotary, Texa, Hunter, Hella, Bosch,
Mahle, Autel Intelligent (CN), Würth and LiquiMoly. The entire
spectrum of Parts & Components for cars, motorcycles and
commercial vehicles will be presented by companies such
as Meyle, NTN-SNR, Schaeffler and Continental Aftermarket.
Osram, Clarios and Lumileds are among the companies
showing off their latest developments in the Electronics &
Connectivity area.
Peter Wagner, Managing Director Continental Aftermarket &
Services,states: “There is no doubt that Automechanika is the

Attracting young people and talents of all ages to the
automotive aftermarket is a strong focus for the event and has
put training, professional development and recruiting at the
top of the agenda. Special events for pupils and newcomers
are planned, as are accident repair management workshops
and training for professionals. The industry’s new ‘Talents4AA’
initiative will be shining a spotlight on employment and
career opportunities at the fair. Sustainability is another
area of focus. This is the second time that Automechanika
will be hosting ‘Remanufacturing Day’. The event, which
is held in collaboration with the international Automotive
Parts Remanufacturers Association (APRA), takes place on
14 September and features experts presenting the latest
developments in remanufacturing and the circular economy.
The topic will also be present in the exhibition halls, with
a special green remanufacturing logo identifying those
exhibitors offering products and services in this area.
www.facebook.com/Automechanika
https://automechanika.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/
en/planning-preparation.html

A FAULTY ABS?
REMANUFACTURING
KEEPS THE CAR RUNNING STOPPING
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

YOUR EXPERT IN THE REMANUFACTURING OF ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS.

Let’s keep it cost effective & reliable

Amazon vouchers
up for grabs

Trainers gear up for
Big Weekend event
Our technician trainers are currently planning their
sessions for Autotech’s Big Weekend taking place
Friday 23rd and Saturday 24th September at Delphi
Technologies workshop in Warwick. One and twoday tickets are available at a heavily subsidised rate,
thanks to sponsors.

AUTOTECH 2022

Each day’s content is unique and will deliver a variety of
practical advice to take back to your workshop, with a strong
focus on promoting a first-time fix by strengthening the
diagnostic process.
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Andy Crook of GotBoost, VAG specialist Gareth Davies, Matt
Cleevely of Cleevely EV and Pete Melville of HEVRA outline their
sessions within the autotech supplement, which begins on
page 30.
• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT

The latest multiple-choice test to join the
autotech library on www.autotechnician.
co.uk considers the energy requirements of
vehicles. With the rise in electrified vehicles,
and the debate surrounding EV vs Hydrogen,
Andy Crook thought it was about time we all
revisited our physics knowledge, in particular,
the power and energy requirements of a similar
vehicle.
Register or log in at www.autotechnician.
co.uk registration to access the latest
assessment, which comprises 15 questions.
Once finished, you will be presented with the
correct answers, your score and explanations
on each answer and topic. A copy of this
information will also be emailed to you, for
reference.
As an added bonus, three people who
complete the quiz throughout July will be
randomly drawn to win one of three £50
Amazon vouchers!

Grab a 2-day Big Weekend ticket and get a hotel
room thrown in for free!

• Two day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT

Book a two-day pass to the event in July and we’ll take care of
your accommodation on the Friday night at the Holiday Inn
five minutes from the venue.

Book your place at https://autotechnician.co.uk/training

See page 32 for full details…

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

Special Training Focus
Our focus is on DPF training – courtesy of
Darren Darling, founder of The DPF Doctor
Network, with case studies from respected
DPF Doctors: Alan Landale, Keith Shanahan,
and Barry Lawson
DPF Training Delivered by Darling
Darren provides more details within the autotech supplement,
which begins on page 30.

How does your DPF training portal work?

How is the training structured?
We offer a 12-part course delivered over 3 weeks; four twohour sessions per week. We encourage workshops to attend
live refresher training at least once every six months so they
can remain up to date with everything DPF related. Our
training and the resources offered ensure workshops stay at
the top of their game.

Our industry leading training is accessible from the comfort of
your own workshop or home so no travel or hotel bills.
Contact Darren on www.the-dpf-doctor.com to find out
more about DPF training.

Learning from the Best…
Three DPF Doctor technicians at the top of their game:
Alan Landale, A & J Fleetcare, Leeds
Since becoming a DPF Doctor we’ve carried out many DPF
assessments. One was a car booked in by the local Hyundai
dealer. The Seat Alhambra 2016 model, 28000 miles, was
showing p2463 code, DPF soot accumulation. I carried out a
DPF assessment followed by the JLM Engine Oil Flush and a
filter change. I completed a stage 3 DPF Clean using the JLM
DPF Cleaning Toolkit with the Cleaning Fluid and Flush Pack,
reset the DPF values…and following a successful test drive,
reported a 100 % fix to the dealer. They had been convinced
the DPF was beyond repair. It wasn’t!
The second vehicle was an Audi A4 2 litre TDI 57 plate. We
carried out a DPF assessment which recorded a fault code

SPONSOR FOCUS

We have three main sections, ‘Live Training’ where we
broadcast in full HD from our training academy; ‘Training
Reruns’ where we upload every training session for 24/7
viewing. There are currently 80 2-hour training sessions! And
finally, a ‘Video Guides’ section - a searchable series with 100+
short training videos offering ‘just in time’ training for when
you have a job in your workshop. Members have unlimited
access to our training portal. And they can attend as many live
training sessions as often as they like. There is no pressure to
learn everything to perfection first time around.

What does all this cost?
The subscription is just £1,500 a year, covering every person
in the business. Within weeks the cost is recouped with the
business a DPF specialist with a superb first-time fix rate. There
is no other provider delivering DPF training to this standard, at
this value with such an incredible return on investment.
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P2002 Particulate trap, bank 1 - efficiency below threshold.
DPF pressure was over 2000 mb. The customer was frequently
topping up oil. The car had previously been fitted with an
injector. A forced regeneration with a relative compression
test confirmed low compression in cylinder 3. No amount of
DPF cleaning would have solved this problem yet the DPF
was being blamed. Our customer was delighted that for under
£100 we had found the fault other garages couldn’t. And he
knew what had to be done to bring his vehicle back to peak
performance.
Keith Shanahan, Shanahan Auto Services
Our customer asked us to carry out an on-vehicle DPF clean
on his Mercedes. At the appropriate time we can facilitate this
using the JLM Lubricants’ two stage, clean and flush products,
but was that needed in this case? We don’t take what the
customer tells us is the problem. We proceeded, as we always
do, by questioning the customer about the history of the
vehicle, its issues, the work carried out to date including any
regenerations and additives used. As part of The DPF Doctor
Network we go through a set of checks in an initial assessment.

This is something that Darren instilled in us at the initial
training and every event since! I explained that we work to
our own findings rather than basing our actions on another
technician’s diagnosis. And you shouldn’t clean the DPF
without knowing if the system components are operating
correctly.

SPONSOR FOCUS

The Engine Management light remained on with a short road
test confirming the car was flat – no power or boost. Scanning
showed various fault codes. Those to concentrate on were:
P2463 – the DPF soot content was not OK. It had a component
fault. And P2279 – a leakage was identified in the inlet air
system. The signal comparison was faulty.
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This entails gathering key data, checking the physical condition
of several components, checking for trouble codes and more.
Asking the customer about their driving, fuelling, and servicing
habits is essential. During the initial assessment we gathered
enough information to ascertain that firstly the DPF was not
blocked and secondly that further diagnosis of a fault in the
DPF pressure sensor was required. This ultimately led to the
discovery of a failed sensor which was the actual cause of the
DPF trouble in this vehicle.
Barry Lawson, Ewan Lawson Motors
We were presented with a 2013 Mercedes Benz CLS250, 102k
miles. The engine management light was on, and the car had
no power. Despite being carbon cleaned at another garage the
problem remained.
We talked to our customer to understand how they use and
maintain their car, when these faults had occurred, how long
the light had been on.

Looking through the live data and logging it while driving the
car we could see that the commanded boost was much higher
than the actual boost. A big red flag. During the assessment
we were gathering the data from the ECU but also undertaking
manual checks including the engine, looking for obvious faults.
The fault causing the low boost and contributing to poor
combustion resulting in too much soot? A split intercooler
hose – which had been checked before coming to us. This
shows the importance of carrying out a pre-clean assessment
because this would have caused the DPF to rapidly block again.
We also found a faulty pressure sensor on the assessment.
We carried out the DPF Doctor 3 stage clean using the JLM
Lubricants’ professional toolkit and JLM DPF products so the
DPF didn’t have to be removed from the vehicle, saving time
(on modern vehicles this is a lot!) and money. The car now had
a DPF within specification.
Find out more about JLM’s range of professional DPF
cleaning products at www.jlmlubricants.co.uk.

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntk_uk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com/uk

AVOID HARD NOx

VALVES
FROM THE WORLD’S NO.1

Eﬀective control of NOx emissions is more
important than ever - all the more reason
to trust the world's No.1

LAMBDA : NOx : EGR : EGT : MAF/MAP : CAMSHAFT & CRANKSHAFT

S E N S O R S & VA LV E S

JOIN THE CASTROL SERVICE NETWORK
WE WILL INVEST IN YOUR WORKSHOP, HELP YOU GROW YOUR
CUSTOMER BASE AND ULTIMATELY INCREASE YOUR PROFITS.

BECOME PART OF A WINNING TEAM AND RECEIVE:

GET YOUR
WORKSHOP
ON THE MAP

AND INCREASE YOUR
CUSTOMER BASE

FREE CASTROL
ENGINE
WARRANTY
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS AS PART OF THE
CASTROLSERVICE NETWORK

THERE’S NO COST TO YOU - CALL 0800 371910 (OPTION 4)
TO FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR WORKSHOP
Find out more www.castrol.co.uk/autotechnician
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WORKWEAR
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TECHNICAL EXPERT
ADVICE ALWAYS
ON HAND

“BY BECOMING A CASTROL
BRANDED GARAGE, OUR
EXISTING AND POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS KNOW EXACTLY
WHAT THEY ARE GETTING. A HIGH
QUALITY SERVICE THEY CAN
TRUST, DELIVERED BY EXPERTS
FOR GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY.”

No. 1 event
live in
Frankfurt
Restart for the entire
automotive aftermarket
Finally we can meet up in person again:
Discover new trends and innovative
technologies in all areas of the sector.
Leading international industry players
will be here showcasing the entire value
chain of the automotive aftermarket.
For further details and tickets visit
automechanika-frankfurt.com
info@uk.messefrankfurt.com
Tel. +44 (0) 14 83 48 39 84
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With 2CT dry clutch replacement demand
increasing by 20% every year, should you
miss out on the opportunity? Rob Marshall
provides a guide on how the procedure
differs from that of conventional
three-piece clutches

As Volkswagen Group's seven-speed DSG is the most
common 2CT type, this feature will focus on vehicles from
that manufacturer fitted with the DQ200 transmission. Thus
equipped vehicles include 1.4-litre and non-turbo 2.0-litre
Seats, Skodas, Volkswagen and Audi petrols, plus 1.6-litre TDI
and some lower-powered 2.0-litre TDI diesels. More powerful
models, which produce over 250 Newton Metres (Nm) of
torque, tend to employ wet clutch DSGs.

The ingenious twin-clutch automated manual transmission
(2CT) became a credible alternative to a conventional
epicyclic-geared fluid-flywheel automatic gearbox,
predominantly by virtue of its relative efficiency. Early versions
were paired with larger engines and possessed internal 'wet'
clutch packs, so-called because they were lubricated by the
transmission oil. They were fairly reliable, provided that the oil
change intervals were heeded and glycol was not permitted to
enter the gearbox, via a failed transmission oil cooler.

The following overview gives you an idea of what to expect.
Notably, the DQ200 is available in two generations, with a May
2011 date change. The variances include differently shaped
bearing shims for the clutch that controls input shaft 1 and
the clutch engagement levers being pressed from steel, rather
than cast, on the second generation, with featured differentstyle pivots. Therefore, you will need to identify the correct
transmission generation before you order the parts and
identify which installation tools you need, because they also
differ.

While huge improvements have been made to conventional
automatics in the last 20 years, 2CTs have also been refined. To
make them less costly to make, easier to repair, more efficient
and less maintenance intensive, dry clutch packs appeared on
lower-powered models, typically those of a sub-2.0-litre engine
capacity. The clutch pack assembly contains the relevant
friction discs and steels but it cannot be dismantled.

As the cost of the clutch pack kit can exceed ~£300+ (~£450+
with a Dual Mass Flywheel), some parts warranties are valid
only if the installer is suitably qualified and uses the correct
tools. Attempting to complete the task without the relevant
training and installation equipment could turn a profitable job
into an annoying ramp hogger.

CLUTCHES
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GOING IN DRY –
2CT CLUTCH REPLACEMENTS
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IT’S BETTER TO GO
ALL INCLUSIVE

A LuK RepSet DMF contains every part you need to carry out a
professional repair in just one box, all in genuine OE quality.
All components are precision matched to work together for a fast
and efficient installation, so you can save time, effort and money
by getting it right first time - every time.
It also includes a bonus points coupon that you can exchange
for technical know-how, or even workshop tools, clothing and POS
materials on REPXPERT, Schaeffler’s knowledge portal for workshop
technicians available via website or app.
Don’t risk your reputation by using mis-matched clutch parts for a complete and professional repair backed up by our
market leading warranty and technical support system - fit LuK.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk |

OESAA

APP

Download now for free!

1. The TCM module highlighted a clutch adjustment limit fault code,
indicating that the clutch friction linings had worn out and no further
wear compensation was possible. Follow all pre-transmission removal
instructions, such as engaging neutral, before disconnecting the battery.
If a mechatronics failure means that this is impossible, it is possible to
engage neutral with the gearbox removed. Oil plugs require fitting to
avoid lubricant leaking from either the transmission, or mechatronic's
breathers.

2. With the transmission removed, the most obvious difference is that the
clutch pack remains within the bell housing. The integral teeth on the clutch
pack engage with those on the flywheel, pictured inset. Do not forget to
renew the spigot bearing. The bell housing contains evidence of an oil leak,
which had to be cured, in case it contaminated the new clutch. In this case,
the cause was a weeping camshaft oil seal.

4. The central clutch hub is held in place by a large spring clip, which is
prised and lifted from its groove. The hub and spring clip can then be
removed. Note the white marks (also pictured inset), which indicate the
circlip gap position, when it is installed.

5. The small circlip prevents the clutch pack from being lifted over the
larger of the two input shafts. To relieve any forces upon it, you can place
an appropriately-sized mandrel over the input shaft and tap it gently to
move the clutch pack down the splines.

6. Pulling the clutch pack assembly from the input shafts requires a
dedicated puller, the three legs of which are positioned behind the outer
'ears' that protrude from the clutch pack's parameter. Thankfully, on this
Seat, there is plenty of room between the clutch and bell housing. When
operating the puller, force must not be applied at an angle. Never try to
improvise; we have heard of DSGs being ruined, from attempts to hammer
the clutch pack from its splines via the starter motor aperture.

CLUTCHES

3. The correct tool kit is crucial. LuK, for instance, supplies two tool kits.
The first generic type contains the basic equipment needed to remove and
refit every dry clutch pack from the transmission input shaft. The second
kit is make and model-specific. For the Volkswagen Group DSG7, there are
further two options. The tools for the first generation DQ200 (2008 to May
2011) possess tools defined by their shiny plating; the second generation
(post-May 2011 transmissions) are darker. The kits may contain handles
that can be screwed onto the casting, to aid manoeuvrability.
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8. This first-generation DSG7 has the other clutch's (K1) engagement
bearing shim resting on top of the bearing, so it lifts off. Yet, because the
K1 bearing is attached to the operating arm, it is easier to manipulate the
operating arm complete from the bell housing.

9. The K2 bearing possesses its own operating arm, too. After a pair of Torx
bolts is removed, the K2 operating arm can be lifted from the gearbox,
complete with the collar and nose. A first-generation DQ200 is pictured
with the mechatronics unit removed. Note that the post-May 2011
gearboxes differ slightly.

10. Inspect the input shafts for oil leaks, indicating that the seals need
replacing. Replacement seals are not included in clutch kits, however. As
with conventional manuals, clean the bell housing of congealed friction
dust, grime and oil. Clean up any corrosion on the splined input shafts,
noting that any lubricant must be applied extremely sparingly. On
Generation One DQ200s, replace the engagement bearing operating arms'
cups, the position of which is indicated. Post-mid-2011 units have arms that
pivot on a bar.

11. The Mechatronics unit possesses a black cover that contains hydraulic
plungers that control the clutch engagement bearings' operating arms.
Ensure that the protective gaiters (pictured inset) are undamaged. Should
the unit be faulty, workshops can remove the unit but remanufacturing is
best conducted by a specialist company, such as ACtronics of Colchester.
Mechatronics units can and do fail, as we investigated in May 2020: https://
autotechnician.co.uk/dsg7-mechatronics/. Note the dedicated oil reservoir
with no level plug. Should any be spilled, the unit requires draining and
refilling with the specified quantity and grade.

12. The new K2 operating arm requires pre-assembling before fitting. The
angled spacer locates on top of the nose and the arm is positioned over
them both. Note the positions and minute quantities of high melting point
grease that is applied to this operating arm casting. The arm is refitted with
its pair of Torx bolts, tightened to 8Nm, plus 90 degrees. The K1 operating
arm and bearing are pre-assembled and refitted, nothing there are no bolts
to hold them in place.

CLUTCHES

7. With the clutch pack removed, the release bearings remain in place. They
are really engagement bearings, because the DQ200 clutches default to
the open position and the bearings provide the clamp forces. The smaller
engagement bearing and shim for the K2 clutch are lifted off, first. Note the
slots that are machined into the bearing base that engage with tabs within
the transmission.
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13. Each bearing must be shimmed individually. Reusing old parts is
unnecessary and undesirable, because a set of new shims for each bearing
is supplied in 0.2mm increments. Starting with the smaller K2, position the
thickest shim on top of the engagement bearing mount (pictured), ensuring
that it is seated flat and the tabs engage with the cut-outs. Place the K2
bearing itself on top of the shim(s).

14. The official toolkit is vital. K2 shimming requires a 32.92mm 'known
distance gauge', which is placed on the bearing. A large circular weight is
supplied with this tool kit that rests on the known distance gauge's outer
shoulders, although it is not pictured here. The kit also includes a special
feeler gauge. When it slides in and out of the input shaft circlip groove,
putting up only very slight resistance, shimming is correct. If too tight, or
loose, repeat Steps 13 and 14 using a thinner shim.

15. To compensate for production tolerances, shimming specifications are
printed clearly on the new clutch pack. Separate figures for the K1 and K2
clutches specify how much should be added, or subtracted, to the shim you
have fitted. In this example, the ideal shim dimension for the K2 clutch was
1.8mm but the specifications dictated an additional 0.2mm. Therefore,
a 2.0mm thick shim was measured and installed. The K2 clutch is now
shimmed correctly.

16. The shimming procedure is repeated for the larger K1 operating
bearing, which does not require preassembling. A larger known distance
gauge (48.63mm) is needed for the K1 clutch, which is placed over the input
shaft, so it sits on top of the bearing.

17. Once you have shimmed the K1 bearing, consult the specifications on
the new clutch pack face (see Step 15). In this case, no additional shimming
work is needed. After lubricating the bearing seat and splines very
sparingly, the clutch pack can be lowered onto the splines.

18. Handle the new clutch pack carefully - dropping the unit can damage it
internally. Measure between the top of the transmission's hollow shaft and
the clutch pack's inner bearing race. If you find it to be greater than 8mm,
the input shaft splines are not engaging with those of the clutch plates, in
which case, lift off the clutch pack, rotate the shafts and try again.

19. The special tools must be employed to press the clutch pack evenly onto
the spines. The pictured mandrel applies the pressure to the inner bearing
race, the slot within which lets you see when the circlip groove becomes
visible. Apply 12Nm to the press's spindle, noting that the clutch is fully
home, when the circlip groove can be seen. Dismount the tool and fit the
circlip from Step 5, noting its original orientation.

20. Measuring the free play confirms correct shimming and an undamaged
clutch pack. Check the K2 clutch, by positioning the kit's two hooks where
indicated and, using a DTI gauge, ensure that the clearance is between
0.3mm and 1.0mm, as you raise the plate.

21. Fit the new clutch centre disc, ensuring that the white painted
alignment mark, referenced in step 4, aligns with the white mark within
the clutch pack. Refit the circlip, noting that its opening ends should be
positioned on either side of the widest teeth.

22. K1's clutch plate free play measurements are taken from the centre
hub, with measurements taken in three different positions, no more
than 120 degrees apart from each other, using a dial gauge mounted as
pictured. The clearance should measure between 0.3mm and 1.0mm but
the difference between the three measured points should also not exceed
0.3mm.

Clearly, this feature cannot replace detailed training but suppliers
are working hard to help you grasp the opportunity. While Schaeffler
hosted a taster session at its Academy Live event a Bridgend college
during May, it is providing detailed two-day training sessions. More
information about which can be accessed at:
www.repxpert.com/en/training/transmission/repair-solution-2cttraining-day

23. Once the transmission is refitted to the car, the new clutch pack will
require adapting diagnostically. The transmission tends to make noises
as it does so. Do not forget to ensure that the separate gearbox and
mechatronics oil levels are correct, before embarking on a test drive.

CLUTCHES

Training opportunities
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At a time of change, suspension
repairs remain stable work for
many workshops

SUSPENSION:
THE LATEST TRENDS
Keeping up to date with current news and advice
is not always easy for busy technicians, leading
Rob Marshall to approach quality suppliers for
their latest guidance

full width of the road, the suspension is compressed equally
on both sides, causing the anti-roll bar to pivot. Yet, should
a single wheel alone negotiate the speed hump, the antiroll bar becomes twisted. The forces needed to do this are
considerable and it is all transmitted through the link stabilisers,

Despite the relatively mild winter giving our road surfaces an
easier time, demand for suspension parts appears not to have
abated.

SUSPENSION

MOOG (a DRiV brand) reports that anti-roll bar link stabilisers
('drop links') have very high replacement rates; out of all
suspension parts, they are the ones that are replaced most
frequently, during a typical vehicle's lifetime. Delphi agrees,
stating that link stabilisers are the fastest moving category in
its suspension portfolio. Interestingly, the company explains
that speed humps, which do not cover the entire road
width, are a major influencer in link stabiliser wear rates. For
instance, should a car traverse a speed hump that covers the

Not heeding tightening torques is one of the main fitting errors made by
workshops. Pictured is a MOOG ball joint
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20 years of MEYLE HD.
Driven by principle.

* For more information on the MEYLE guarantee policy visit www.meyle.com/guarantee-certificate

#HD20YRS

We love technology and sustainability, which is why we started producing technically enhanced MEYLE HD spare
parts 20 years ago. Our spare parts have a four-year guarantee* and are more reliable and durable than OE parts.
Today, our engineers continue to set new benchmarks in developing MEYLE HD products. MEYLE HD is the first
certified carbon-neutral steering and suspension product line.
We can’t help but do so. Driven by principle.
Learn more at www.meyle.com/HD20

Many suppliers (including HEVRA) are increasing their
offerings for EVs. Delphi has just launched a complete range
of suspension components (including link stabilisers, control
arms and ball joints) for the Tesla Model S. MEYLE also
highlights that it has tripled its parts portfolio for e-drive
vehicles within the last three years.

which tend to comprise a relatively lightweight rod with a
ball joint at either end. Aside from wear, Delphi reports that
this situation can even damage the stabilisers. Should your
customer live in a built-up area with such speed restrictions,
this is a useful tip to impart. You may also wish to research and
upsell uprated link stabilisers, in such situations, such as from
the MEYLE HD range.
Aside from control arms and ball joints, KYB Europe explains
that its Excel-G shock absorbers ('dampers') are most popular,
due to being direct OE replacements for most vehicles. The
company highlights that the dampers it produces for the
aftermarket are virtually identical to those supplied to the
vehicle manufacturers. When we quizzed KYB about these
differences, we found them to be very subtle, limited to slightly
different valve tuning within the damper, which compensates
for the expected wear and tear of surrounding components.
Interestingly, warmer climates see higher rates of damper
replacements, whereas KYB finds that coil springs are more
popular in colder countries, including the UK.

remains for its steering and suspension products. The company
highlights that both garages and customers realise that these
are safety-critical parts and avoid compromising as a result.
MOOG agrees, adding that annual mileage is on the increase
and GiPA reckons that they will overtake pre-pandemic levels
during 2022, unless fuel prices curtail that prediction. Even
so, MOOG reports that workshop visitation frequencies are
increasing, as are final invoice values. While DRiV reveals that
it is not seeing workshops compromising on quality parts,
a greater challenge is posed by motorists choosing to defer
preventative maintenance, as they prioritise other rising
household costs.

Tightening Belts
We were keen to see how 2022's fiscal challenges have filtered
to parts suppliers, thus far. Delphi admits that, while there
is current pressure on household budgets, from increasing
energy costs, shopping bills and fuel prices, high demand

Manufacturers are offering upgraded
parts. MOOG's claims that its Hybrid
Core Technology uses alternative
materials that increase component
lifespan fivefold

SUSPENSION

Intriguingly, AIC reveals that stub axles are its most in-demand
suspension-related part. The company reveals that they are
very susceptible to wear and tear, due to age or improper
driving, not helped by the trend of cars becoming heavier.
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Left, right, straight ahead
Precise and safe through the streets with
steering parts from AIC Germany

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

AIC Germany is an automotive spare parts specialist and
dynamic problem solver from Hamburg, Germany. With its
diverse product range of over 12,500 products in more than
100 article groups, AIC has been firmly established in the
independent aftermarket for five decades. Every day, new
solutions and products are sought to make everyday life
easier for workshops.
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Alongside tires and brakes, steering in particular is a
technically demanding and, above all, safety-relevant
system. If the vehicle veers off track, this can have serious
consequences for the car occupants. For this reason,
steering parts must not have any defects. After all, the task
of the steering system is to steer the vehicle in the desired
direction - as precisely and sensitively as possible.
Nowadays, vehicles are becoming heavier and the axles
lighter and more compact. As a result, the steering
components are subjected to greater stress, making them
more susceptible to wear. If individual parts of the steering
and suspension are worn, the entire steering system can
be damaged. The value retention is influenced by the
material of the steering system, as steering parts are often
manufactured as rubber-metal parts. This is where the wear
occurs. Rubber gets old and porous and can crack. Metal is
susceptible to corrosion and can bend. When maintenance

is due, bearing bushings and ball heads are visually inspected.
Cracked boots, worn ball joints and suspension joints must
be replaced immediately. Tie rods, control arms and stabilizers
must be replaced as soon as they are damaged and deformed.
In addition to the material quality, the accuracy of fit of
the steering parts plays a very important role. The correct
adjustment of the axle geometry can be seen in the running
pattern of the tires and the stable directional stability of the
vehicle.
A defective steering system can therefore have many causes.
Be it poor road conditions, natural wear, corrosion and rust,
incorrect tire pressure, external force or incorrect driving
behavior.
If you want to continue to drive safely, easily and precisely
through the streets, then AIC Germany has the right
steering parts ready in its program. Wishbones, stabilizers,
guide joints, tie rods, coupling rods, bearings, wheel
bearings. You will find what you need here. Just ask your
wholesaler.
www.aic-germany.de/en

Upgrades can also include features to repair a suspension part, or make
installation easier. MEYLE-HD slotted bush kits, for instance, permit
technicians to replace the bushes, rather than renewing the complete
control arm. Being aware of such parts helps to reduce owner outlays –
vital in today's increasingly cost-conscious times.

While MEYLE acknowledges that value-priced parts have
always had a place in the marketplace, it admits the popularity
of such components tends to be determined by vehicle age
and value. It cites workshops reporting a small increase for
lower-cost repairs but the demand is not significant, as yet.
Invariably, belt-tightening can provide opportunities for
counterfeiters. The recent DVSA findings with R90 incompliant

"While Delphi sees counterfeit
activity on high-value items
in its other ranges, such
as diagnostics or diesel
fuel injection components,
its steering & suspension
catalogue remains unaffected"

SUSPENSION
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arising in the first place. Component failure, especially from
companies that supply the VMs and those that work to OE
quality standards, is extremely rare, due to the extremely highquality control measures that are necessary. Many suspension
manufacturers, therefore, cite incorrect fitment as a major
cause of premature failure. With this in mind, such businesses
provide as much help and support to technicians as possible.
Yet this is a two-way deal. Technicians also need to help
the supplier and manufacturer to understand more, when a
problem occurs.

Keep up to date with new aftermarket catalogue additions, especially
if your workshop sees newer vehicles. KYB now supplies the complete
'Progressive Hydraulic Cushion' assembly for the Citroën C5 Aircross
- a damper unit that offers high levels of ride comfort, without the
complication of the old Hydractive III Oleopneumatics. This means that
visits to main dealer counters for this part are unnecessary.

brake parts and other reports about low-grade fuel-borne
Eolys-type catalyst additives entering UK garage parts
supply chains are worrying developments. While Delphi sees
counterfeit activity on high-value items in its other ranges,
such as diagnostics or diesel fuel injection components, its
steering and suspension catalogue remains unaffected.
KYB adds that it seeks out counterfeit goods proactively
but it warns that it is becoming increasingly easier for fake
components to slip through the net. A particular issue is when
motorists purchase spare parts on online shopping channels
in a bid to save cash. KYB emphasises that not only can such
products be of extremely poor quality, but its analysis has also
revealed higher failure rates. To be sure, it recommends that
you source its products through the authorised dealers, listed
on its website.
MOOG, meanwhile, highlights its newly-launched QR code.
Once scanned with a smartphone camera, you can be certain
that the product is a genuine MOOG part, while also doublechecking the part number, specification and applications.
In addition, the QR code permits you to access warranty
conditions, aftersales support and installation guides.

Comline reveals that its most common reason for warranty
rejections is lack of information and the company advises
and welcomes gaining and sharing as much information as
possible to help the process run smoothly. These include
technicians supplying images of the affected component and
details that include when the part was fitted and removed,
plus information about the circumstances that lead up to the
failure. Comline explains that it needs such information not
to be difficult but, because speed is of the essence, it needs
to act quickly, should a manufacturing defect be responsible.
The company adds that such evidence is essential for data
gathering, too. If a pattern of failure can be identified, the
information can be shared with its contractors.
Many other brands highlight the importance of keeping
up to date with current fitting techniques. AIC advises that
suspension struts, dampers and control arms that are mounted
in rubber bushes must not have the fixings tightened, until the
car is back on its wheels. Should they be tightened with the
wheels hanging, the bushes will be placed under permanent
tension at normal ride height, causing premature failure.
Furthermore, using an impact wrench on damper fixings can
damage their internals. AIC and KYB concur that holding the
piston rod with mole grips damages its polished surface, which
will tear the internal rubber seal, causing oil to leak from the
shock absorber soon afterwards.
AIC and Arnott stress also the importance of not inflating
replacement air suspension springs, with the wheels
supporting the vehicle's weight. Not observing tightening
torques is also a common issue that can result in excessive
noise and reduced operating life of parts, heightening the
need for technicians to heed the specifications and ensure that
their torque wrenches are calibrated correctly.

SUSPENSION

Price rises?
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While many workshops are debating whether they should
increase labour rates, or not, components manufacturers are
facing the same quandary. Comline's findings reflect those
of many other companies we contacted, by reporting that
the situation is a difficult balancing act, because the industry,
as a whole, has suffered from price increases, to which it is
not immune. For instance, aluminium prices have increased
considerably, not helped by Russia being a major metal
exporter. Transport costs have also rocketed. While Comline
admits to raising prices, it has been absorbing as much of the
rising costs as it can.

Tackling returns
Warranty claims cause inconvenience for all parties, hence
why quality suppliers strive to prevent the situation from

The importance of prioritising quality over price needs emphasising to the
public, as belt-tightening is bound to worsen, as the year progresses

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

Air suspension components –
Why replacement in pairs is important
The main components of an air suspension
system, the air springs and air struts, contain
rubber sleeves. Rubber is a natural product
prone to wear and tear causing the air sleeve
to be the first component to wear out.
Often, the rubber will dry rot and small cracks form where the
air sleeve continuously rolls up and down the rolling piston
during the spring movement. When the vehicle is being
inspected, it is recommended that the air sleeves are checked
for these small cracks and, if present, replaced to avoid the
cracks developing into a bigger leak over time.

Quality is of key importance when it comes to determining the
product’s lifespan. In addition to rubber, other components
including crimping rings, O-rings and piston material are
also important. Although some cheap aftermarket air springs
might look identical to the original part at first glance, the
differences can be quite substantial! Making concessions such
as using inferior rubber, lower grade parts and/or consolidation
in piston design can result in lower burst pressure, difficult
fitment, impaired damping comfort and more NVH (noise,
vibration, and harshness). Arnott wants to ensure a safe drive
with long-lasting products and therefore choses to use the
highest quality rubber (Continental ContiTech) and other Tier 1
components for their air springs and struts.
When the air spring/strut is finally worn out, replacing in pairs

Replacing in pairs is commonly advised for conventional shock
absorbers to avoid difference in dampening efficiency on the
same axle. This dampening functionality difference between
new and old is also the case for air suspension struts. If not
replaced in pairs, the ride, handling, and stability of the vehicle
is substantially impaired which could lead to unpredictable
driving behaviour and dangerous situations.
Although replacing in pairs is not mandatory for most Arnott
parts, it is still highly recommended. It will not only ensure a
safe, comfortable ride but likely also prevent another trip to the
workshop.
This information is provided to you by Arnott – Air
Suspension Products. With more than 30 years of
experience in engineering, designing, and manufacturing
high quality air suspension components for the
aftermarket, Arnott is the technical expert when it comes
to air suspension systems. Arnott’s products are produced
with high-quality, OE components offering exact form,
fit and function. Each product is extensively tested in our
American and European facilities and custom-tuned to
suit the specific vehicle make and model before being
produced.

Arnott – Air Suspension Products

www.arnotteurope.com • info@arnotteurope.com
+44 203 3186124
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Typically, a high-quality air spring should be replaced every
six to ten years. Outside conditions including climate, road
conditions, and constant abrasion of dirt and road debris also
influence the functioning and life span of these air suspension
components. Additionally, colder temperatures make the
rubber stiffer and less flexible while hotter conditions will make
the rubber dry out faster. Both hot and cold temperatures can
give an already worn air sleeve the final push to burst.

is highly recommended. Even if the leak only occurs in one
corner of the vehicle, it is still recommended to replace the
other side as well. The rubber of the air spring/strut on the
opposite side has most likely been exposed to the same road
and weather conditions as the failing side and has therefore
faced the same wear and tear. Thus, there is a high probability
that the air spring/strut that has not failed will have similar
issues to the one that has in the near future if not replaced.
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autotechnician and sponsors provide an update
on a new free test for technicians, announce the
first round of speakers at the Big Weekend and
provide Technical & training advice

AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

FEATURE contents
P32 Big Weekend event update
First round of speakers announced, and free hotel stay for guests who book
a two-day pass!

P34 ACtronics: ECU issues & how to fix them
ECU technology explained – faults and bespoke fixes

P36 Delphi: A future-proof diagnostic solution
Hayley Pells of Avia Autos explains why she has chosen the DS180 BlueTech
tool for its dedicated diagnostic ramp

P38 febi case study
febi investigates some electrical gremlins affecting a Skoda Yeti in its
workshop

P40 DPF Doctor Network Special
Darren Darling interview: The DPF Doctor founder introduces his online
training portal

P42 Varta: Start-Stop technology
Varta provides an overview of Start-Stop technology & stresses the
importance of vehicle checks to ensure fuel-saving measures are
functioning correctly

P44 ZF [pro]Tech
ZF Aftermarket discuss how its ZF [pro]Tech technical support and training is
helping independents service & maintain the vehicles of today and tomorrow
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p46 auto:resource and Automechanika UK update
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Trainers gear up for
Big Weekend event
Our technician trainers are currently
planning their sessions for Autotech’s
Big Weekend taking place Friday 23rd
and Saturday 24th September at Delphi
Technologies workshop in Warwick. One and
two-day tickets are available at a heavily
subsidised rate, thanks to sponsors.
• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT
• Two day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT
Grab a 2-day Big Weekend ticket and get a hotel room
thrown in for free! Book a two-day pass to the event in July
and we’ll take care of your accommodation on the Friday
night at the team's hotel five minutes from the venue.

AUTOTECH 2022

Book your place online at https://autotechnician.co.uk/
training
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Each day’s content is unique and will deliver a variety of
practical advice to take back to your workshop, with a strong
focus on promoting a first-time fix by strengthening the
diagnostic process.
Andy Crook of GotBoost, VAG specialist Gareth Davies, Matt
Cleevely of Cleevely EV and Pete Melville of HEVRA are the first
of the presenters to outline their sessions…

Andy Crook, GotBoost
Andy will be delivering two sessions over
the weekend. The first session on Friday
23rd September will investigate 'Framing
the Problem.'
• How processes and systems can help
the business and the technician prevent
diagnostic headaches
• Covering effective communication, setting yourself up for
success and keeping effective records
This is a must-attend session if you find yourself giving
away diagnostic time, or simply cannot charge for all of
the time you take to diagnose complex faults.
Andy’s Saturday session looks at ‘Closing the Loop.’
Andy will provide practical advice on how to improve customer
satisfaction, your first-time fix rate and how to improve your
diagnostic capability.
• He will use case studies to illustrate how simple changes can
transform how you deal with your customers

recognising good and bad data, and how to manipulate live
data via sensor simulation to prove a fault/fault-free diagnosis.
It will look to recap the day before in a brief summary, and
then follow on using again a variety of tools, including sensor
simulators, multimeters and oscilloscopes.

Matt Cleevely, Cleevely EV

• How a TV detective can improve your first-time fix rate, and
how to identify the gaps in your diagnostic capability
The session is aimed at technicians and business owners, based
on Andy’s 'Business of Diagnostics' course.

Pete Melville, HEVRA
Pete will demonstrate the multi-stage diagnostic process on a
Renault Zoe that’s had faults installed on it – taking us through
some basic problems and onto the more complex.

Gareth Davies, VAG specialist
Day 1 Live case study – 5V reference
troubleshooting
Gareth's presentation will focus on the
principle of a 5V reference circuit fault,
how it can manifest in terms of DTC’s and
symptoms/behaviours. It will cover both a
dealer tool and aftermarket scan tools, show the differences in
how the faults are represented and avenues to explore to get
the information and data required to troubleshoot the fault
accurately.
The presentation will involve a ‘broken’ car live in the workshop
and will require audience participation as a team in choosing
the route to diagnosis and tests required to confirm the fault
and fix. He aims to give the audience a few pointers in what to
look for, and some take aways in new skills and tips to use back
at their workshops.

Demystifying EV repair
Matt Cleevely has created a bespoke rig
containing all the high voltage elements
of a Nissan Leaf present and he’ll discuss
the problems he sees coming into the
workshop, the kind of repairs an EV garage
can expect over the next few years. He’ll
also cover a couple of quirky faults he has
seen that appear difficult but are in fact straightforward – he
aims to dispel some myths surrounding EV & hybrid work.

Watch this space
Keep an eye out on our Facebook page www.facebook.
com/Autotechmagazine and our website www.
autotechnician.co.uk for further announcements over the
summer.
Tickets are limited so book your pass now to avoid
disappointment.

"The presentation will involve a
'broken' car live in the workshop
and will require audience
participation in choosing the route
to diagnosis and tests required to
confirm the fault and fix"

Day 2 Live data and signals
Greath’s presentation on the Saturday will use the same broken
car from the day before but with a different fault imposed. It
will look at interpretations of faults with and without DTC’s,

Book a two-day pass to the event in July and we’ll take care of
your accommodation on the Friday night at the team’s hotel just
down the road from the venue.
• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT
• Two-day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT
Book your place online at https://autotechnician.co.uk/
training

AUTOTECH 2022

Grab a 2-day Big Weekend ticket & get a hotel
room thrown in for free!
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ECU issues and how to fix them
The ECU is truly a wonderful piece of
engineering. Not only does it contain a lot
of functionality, but to reliably operate in
a harsh environment with very variable
conditions is a big achievement. However,
the reliability still leaves something to be
desired every now and then. Why can’t they
solve these weaknesses?

by active components) dissipate quickly. Deformation and
vibration therefore occur way less with ceramic printed circuit
boards. It also prevents possible consequential damage due to
these deformities. Cracks in solid connections are therefore also
relatively rare. So, all-in-all, the use of ceramic material really has
huge advantages. We even dare to say that the now somewhat
older green printed circuit board is partly to blame for the
varying reliability of some current ECUs.

It might be useful to start with some elaboration about the
technology that’s used inside an ECU. Of course, the basis is
formed by a processor, memory and a PCB (Printed Circuit
Board), but there is really much more to tell.

Components on, and inside, the PCB
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The PCB
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We’ll start with the PCB itself: The well-known green printed
circuit board, made out of fibreglass and epoxy resin, is still
used regularly, but the arrival of ceramic material has made
some manufacturers switch. Ceramic printed circuit boards
can conduct and dissipate heat much better and are made
of much finer and better structured material, which allows for
very high precision manufacturing. This also has its advantages
for printed circuit board design, as it also makes possible very
small and complicated 3D structures. Car manufacturers are
very eager to take advantage of these characteristics, as any
form of space and weight saving is welcomed with open arms.
We therefore expect to see the use of ceramic material in ECUs
even more in the near future.
Ceramic printed circuit boards are mostly glued to an
aluminium base plate with a heat-conducting paste. This gives
the circuit board its firmness and lets the heat (generated

It should come as no surprise that this difference in printed
circuit boards also results in a different use of components.
A conventional printed circuit board has a coarser structure
in comparison to the ceramic variant. The components
themselves are therefore logically somewhat more "robust"
in design. Most contact points are therefore large enough to
be seen without a microscope. You would therefore think that
these components are also more reliable than the smaller
fragile components on a ceramic printed circuit board, but
strangely enough, this theory does not seem to hold true in
reality. The larger components still regularly fail. Could low
manufacturing costs play a role in this?
Fortunately, with suitable (solder) equipment and sufficient
skill, much is possible in repairing connections and replacing
components on these conventional printed circuit boards,
even if the contact points are located beneath the component,
as is the case with processors such as BGAs. You’ll need special
high-end equipment that can heat locally with extreme
precision, but it’s doable for real experts.
So, if something fails on a conventional printed circuit board,
repair is possible in many cases. However, with components
that are used on a ceramic printed circuit board, it suddenly

if you have the right (often expensive) equipment and use the
correct methods. The thin aluminium wires cannot be soldered
reliably, even if in theory there would be space for this option.
But if soldering isn't the solution, how do you get these wire
connections reattached to a contact point?

Ultrasonic wire bonding

An ECU with a modern ceramic printed circuit board.

becomes a lot more difficult. Because the overall design can be
made smaller and more complex, it also becomes necessary
to use smaller components. Fortunately, heat dissipation is
not a huge problem due to the use of the ceramic material,
even if these components are embedded. However, as soon
as these delicate electronics fail, repair is not that easy. The
components are difficult, if not impossible, to reach and they’ll
damage quickly. In addition, the joints are often so small that
they cannot be repaired without a microscope and some
highly advanced equipment. It’s not impossible, but you must
keep asking yourself in each individual case whether this is still
economically justifiable.

Joint by wire
Speaking of joints, due to the compact and complex design
of a ceramic PCB, solder joints aren’t the obvious choice.
Manufacturers often resort to wire connections, which can
be microscopic. For example, the wire connections that run
from the PCB to the ECU connectors are clearly visible, but
the hundreds of gold wires connecting the square purple
component in the centre of the PCB are only 50 microns thick
and therefore almost invisible to the naked eye.

A possible solution is to opt for ultrasonic wire bonding, as
ACtronics have also done. As the name suggests, ultrasonic
vibrations are used (frequency: 60 kHz) to make two metals (in
this case the contact surface and the bonding wire) flow into
each other. We won't go into too much detail, but we can tell
you that this way of bonding takes place quickly, accurately
and without the addition of heat. The technique is therefore
particularly suitable for use around delicate components.
In addition, the new joint is particularly strong: the result is
comparable to a welded joint.

In short…
The shift to ceramic material has really benefited the ECU, as
the older green circuit board has its drawbacks. Components
appear to last longer due to better heat dissipation; solid
connections suffer less from distortion and vibration and the
design can be made much smaller, lighter and more complex.
However, there is also a downside: wire connections. The ECU
itself is by no means always to blame for the failure of these
connections, but we cannot deny that this is clearly a weak
spot. Fortunately, there are also companies such as ACtronics
that have thoroughly studied this problem and can therefore
provide a qualitative solution.
www.actronics.co.uk

Note: These small gold wires are an excellent example to
explain why you should never touch components with your
fingers: The probability of pressing these gold wires together
and thus cause a short circuit is very high.

Unlike the components themselves, the wire connections on a
ceramic printed circuit board are often easily repairable. That is,

At ACtronics, a company that focuses on remanufacturing of
electronic automotive components, they also use local heating
to replace components. The machine has been programmed
entirely in-house, creating a fast and precise solution for replacing
BGAs. Programming this equipment does require a lot of specific
knowledge and the equipment is very expensive. It is therefore
not expected that other companies will follow quickly in these
developments.
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Let's be honest: These wire connections are clearly the weak
spot of modern ECUs. They cannot withstand the continuous
vibrations and temperature fluctuations for several years,
circumstances that are common under the bonnet. This is
mainly why a layer of silicone gel is applied, which should
protect against this. However, this silicone gel does not
prevent us from regularly encountering ECUs with faulty wire
connections. And in our opinion, the chosen position of the
ECU is also partly to blame. For example, on top of an intake
manifold is not the most tactical position for a sensitive piece
of technology such as an ECU. Yet some cars actually have the
ECU placed right there!
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A future-proof diagnostic solution for
today’s workshop
As vehicles become increasingly harder
to access, investing in the right diagnostic
solution has never been so important for
independents. Hayley Pells, Director of Avia
Autos, discusses why the award-winning
business has chosen the Delphi Technologies
DS180 BlueTech tool to help secure its future.
With roots in race car preparation, 16 years’ experience of
servicing all makes and models, plus in-house MOT, tyre
replacement and full alignment facilities, Avia Autos can
comfortably meet the maintenance requirements of a whole
host of motorists.
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However, rather than rely on its award-winning expertise and
enviable reputation alone, the Bridgend-based independent
recognises that while its past experience has allowed it to
become firmly established, it is only by looking to the future
that the family-run business can continue to prosper in a
rapidly-evolving aftermarket.
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“We’re a second-generation business and although my father
spent decades building and working on single seaters and
sports cars after originally starting out as a normal garage
in the 1970s, we’ve come full circle to be a very traditional
independent repairer,” said Hayley Pells, Director of Avia Autos.
“Compared to the race cars my father worked on in the 1970s,
the majority of what we do today is more routine, but there’s
no doubt that the cars we are seeing are becoming more
complex. Future-proofing the business is something of utmost
importance to us, so embracing the technology and training

that will allow us to cater for the latest and most advanced
vehicles is something we are always keen to explore.”
To help ready itself for servicing a future vehicle parc that
encompasses myriad powertrain options, and which is proving
increasingly hard for the independent to access, Avia Autos
has turned to Delphi Technologies for both training and
equipment solutions.
Pells completed the popular EV & Hybrid Level 3 IMI
qualification via Delphi Technologies. Her father Andy and
technician, Connor, also have the same qualification, meaning
that the entire Avia Autos workshop can work on electrified
vehicles.
Connor is also studying for Master Technician status via the
Delphi Technologies Academy e-learning platform, while,
notably, the garage is an early adopter of Delphi Technologies’
next generation diagnostic tool, the DS180 BlueTech.
Introduced in late 2021, the BlueTech tool is five times more
powerful than its predecessor, delivers faster vehicle scan times
than ever before, and boasts new integrations such as CAN FD,
multiple CAN channels, and DoIP (Diagnostics over Internet
Protocol) that offer garages cost-effective and intuitive access
to the latest troubleshooting methods.
The specification also includes Pass-Thru capability, which
opens the door to services such as ECU programming that
were previously the preserve of franchised dealers and their
OE-specific tools, as well as the support and calibration of most
modern ADAS features. Ease-of-use is also a key attribute of the
BlueTech tool. For example, with the built-in Flight Recorder

mechanics can record a range of parameters during a solo
road test, ready for review and analysis once safely back in the
workshop.
“We were certainly familiar with Delphi Technologies as we’ve
fitted its products for 16 years, and I’d say the majority of
what we install is made by the brand, mainly because of the
coverage,” added Pells, who is also Council, Head of Garage
section for the IAAF and a Technical Consultant to the IMI.
“This was our first time with a diagnostic provision from the
brand though, so it was a very new experience moving over to
a Delphi Technologies system.
“I was aware that the BlueTech tool existed on the market
and had seen it utilised during the delivery of the Level
3 EV course, but it wasn’t until last year’s AutoInform
event in Wolverhampton that I was able to gain a greater
understanding of its capability. I was also presenting at the
time, but my husband attended the Delphi Technologies
briefing and simply said I needed it. That said, it’s a big
investment and we won’t upgrade equipment unless we need
to, so it had to fit our requirements.”
Pells continued: “It was the first to be supplied by my local
motor factor and it arrived just before Christmas, so we spent
the shutdown period learning the system and loading it onto
our PCs. Admittedly, we had a few teething issues, mostly
due to diving straight in and not seeking assistance, and the
transition from the tablet-based solutions that we were used to
was a little strange at first, but it’s been a big catalyst in driving
a cultural change in how we now approach vehicles when they
enter the workshop. Previously, we’d just plug a tool in if there
was a service light on the dashboard or we needed to take
out a service light, but now a vehicle is immediately scanned
before we do anything else.
“We’ve reorganised the workshop to suit how important it is to
us, with our first bay now serving as our dedicated diagnostic
and service ramp. The BlueTech tool sits on its own computer
at the front of the ramp and links up to a huge screen, so
we can sit in the car and see what’s going on. We’ve put our
PicoScope on the same computer and, noticeably, we’re using
the tool’s guided diagnostics more and more.
“Beforehand, if we were carrying out diagnostics we’d have
to go to the storage cupboard, unlock it and take out the
equipment. Now, the Delphi Technologies unit is as integrated

into the workshop as the ramp is. It’s helped us to go down
the route that bigger independent garages and main dealers
commonly adopt, where an area of the workshop is dedicated
to a certain task.
“At the moment, it’s serving primarily as a diagnostics tool and
we’re building our familiarity first before we start to explore
its full capabilities. Once we increase our understanding of
it, we’ll start onboarding all the other functions, with ADAS
recalibration likely to be first. We viewed it as a stepping stone
to our ADAS investment and we plan to purchase the modular
ADAS equipment from Delphi Technologies. That's why we
went for this kit, as we wanted a special piece of equipment
that would cover everything we wanted to do in the future.
It’s this that really sets the BlueTech apart and I can’t think of
anything else that currently matches it.”
Once Pells and the Avia Autos team have mastered ADAS, the
Security Gateway and Pass-Thru functions are likely to be the
next that the garage will explore.
“Connectivity is a real concern for the aftermarket. It does feel
that independents are being walled out by the manufacturers
and this is going to be one of the tools that makes vehicles still
accessible to standalone garages,” added Pells.
“The need to use dealer diagnostics software to access vehicles
is becoming increasingly commonplace, but it’s something
that’s easier to negotiate than many think, plus you’d be
surprised how affordable the information can be. Paying for
it may seem alien at first, but with the advent of consumer
streaming services like Netflix, we’re now far more used to the
idea of subscription-based access.
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“Having the ability to now perform software updates is
something we’re very excited about, and it’s having the
relevant tools to perform these kind of tasks that will keep
independents in business. Everything in the workshop of the
future is going to be much more entwined, from parts stock
to technical data to predicted labour costs to diagnostics, and
with the BlueTech tool we have an integrated product that will
grow with the business. That’s what I’m really looking forward
to from Delphi Technologies and the tool, the integrated
experience.”
www.delphiautoparts.com/gbr/en/product/bluetechvci-diagnostics
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Loss of
communication
febi investigates some electrical
gremlins affecting a Skoda Yeti within
its workshop

Diagnosing electrical faults can be challenging, but with
the right tools, information, and knowledge, a fault can
be tracked down and repaired. All vehicles have many
built-in management systems which monitor and act on
the information to make the vehicle safe, economic, and
comfortable including many features which we think of as
standard.
The featured vehicle is the popular Škoda Yeti. The owner
reported having issues with the right-hand rear door not
locking and the electric window not working.
After carrying out the initial check of all the door functions,
it was confirmed that the central locking or door window
controls were not operating in the right-hand rear door. Once
the fault was established, information was checked to see how
the central electric system worked. Each door has a control
unit fitted which regulates the functions within the door. These
control units are linked to each other from rear door to front
door. These are then connected to the vehicle’s central electrics
control unit. First, it was necessary to check if there were any
fault codes logged. As suspected, a fault was recorded for the
door control module: “right, rear, no signal/communication”.
This confirms that the control module was not functioning
correctly, but why?

Figure 1

units. After removing the right-hand front door trim panel and
checking the wiring, the fault was found to be a broken wire
between the ‘A’ pillar and the door.
All wiring looms that connect between the vehicle’s body to
the doors – or any other hinged point – are subject to a lot of
movement, bending, and stretching to the point where the
insulation cracks, therefore exposing the copper wire. This can
lead to an open or a short circuit in the system. (Fig 1)
With the fault identified, the option was to either repair or
replace the wiring loom. A febi wiring repair kit was chosen,
which comes supplied with a new multi-plug, connectors,
and enough new silicone insulated wire to cover vehicles

Was this a case of a faulty control unit? It is very easy to replace
a part based on a fault code description. However, it makes
logical sense to confirm all findings before ordering any parts.
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After the right rear door trim panel was removed, the 20-pin
connector was identified at the control unit. This required
testing before condemning the control unit. Terminals 18 & 19
are the power supply and terminal 30 is ground. These were
checked and load tested and found to be in good working
condition.
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However, testing the Local Interconnect Network (LIN) bus
communication between the front door control unit and the
rear at terminal 10 with an oscilloscope revealed that there was
no signal.
LIN is a low-speed, single-wire serial data bus used to control
low-speed, non-safety-critical functions on a vehicle, especially
windows, mirrors, door locks, etc. In this case, there was a loss
of communication between the rear door and the front control

Figure 2

fitted with all options. The
silicone insulation is more
resistant against thermal
stress and stays flexible
at any temperature. This
flexibility helps to prevent
cable breaks in the future.
The wires are tinned and
are extra fine, making them
more flexible and prevents
corrosion for a reliable
repair. (Fig 2)

Figure 3

Each wire was cut to size
and the insulation stripped. Then, the joining connector was
crimped into position, attaching the original loom to the new
wire. After crimping, the crimp connector must be shrunk with
a hot-air blower in order to prevent moisture from penetrating.
Note: During each repair, ensure that the crimp connectors are
not positioned immediately next to each other if there are multiple
wires to be repaired. Arrange the crimp connectors slightly offset to
ensure that the wiring loom does not become too big.
When repairing CAN bus lines, they must have the same length
when undertaking the repair and no cable piece should be
longer than 50 mm without twisting the cables.
After successfully joining all the wires and allocating them to
the correct positions within the multi-plug, fabric insulation
tape (107140) was applied to hold the loom together before
being refitted to the vehicle. (Fig 3)
With the repaired loom fitted, the integrity of the LIN
communication was checked for a good quality signal (Fig 4)
followed by the clearing of all fault codes and testing of the
door functionality.
All of the vehicle’s interior trim was refitted and the vehicle
was ready to be handed back to the owner. Making this an
economic repair, as there was just one part of the cable broken,
there was no need to replace the complete wiring harness.
Figure 4

febi Wiring Harness Repair Kits:
The PLUS in Range
febi Wiring Harness Repair Kits not only save time and
money, they eliminate the need to replace the complete
wiring harness when one part of the cable is broken.
With over 115 references, febi has kits available for doors,
rear doors, tailgate lamps and headlamps. One solution
for one model covering all model variants.

Why febi?
Economic Repair Solution
• Save time
• Cost effective

High Quality
• Insulation made of silicone, OE are normally made of
PVC
- Silicone is more resistant against thermal stress and
stays flexible at any temperature. The flexibility helps to
prevent cable breaks.
•B
 raids of the wires are tinned* and the wires are extra
fine-wired
- Makes wires more flexible
- Prevents corrosion on the braids due to contact with
moisture

Rely on tested OE matching quality spare parts from febi.
The entire range of wiring repair kits can be found at:
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.
The febi brand is part of the Bilstein group, the umbrella
organisation for several other strong brands. Further
information is available at: www.bilsteingroup.com.

All required components for the repair are included in
the kit.
You can find the complete overview of febi
components at: partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com
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*Tinned is a thin coating of the exposed end of the wire to
prevent corrosion and can last 10 times longer than nontinned versions
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JLM Lubricants founder
Gilbert Groot, marketing
expert Dee Blick, DPF
Doctor Darren Darling
and Mike Schlup MD
of UK JLM distributor
Kalimex

DPF Doctor Network Special
A Day with the Doctors
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A few weeks ago, an all-day event was hosted by Darren
Darling, founder of The DPF Doctor Network, at DPF Doctor
Network HQ in Ashington, Newcastle. Behind the event was
Kalimex, the UK distributors of the JLM Lubricants’ product
range. Gilbert Groot, founder of JLM Lubricants flew in for the
day. Speakers included Gilbert, Mike Schlup (MD of Kalimex),
Dee Blick, Barry Lawson (DPF Doctor), and Darren himself. 55
DPF Doctors turned up to share their experiences and learn
more about marketing, sales and JLM Lubricants products.
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Speaking of the day, Mike said: “Our goal was to meet as many
DPF Doctors as possible and to highlight the products that
have made JLM a trade trusted brand globally. It was great to
have Dee sharing her marketing expertise given she is a global,
bestselling marketing author with decades of experience
helping small businesses to grow through effective shoestring
marketing. Having Gilbert join us was a real bonus. He spoke
about the JLM brand and why despite the company trading
in 45 countries, he will never lose the close family feel JLM is
renowned for. This was the first time many doctors had met
Gilbert, so they were quick to ask questions. Barry Lawson,

a name readers of autotechnician will recognise as a
longstanding contributor, talked about how he is building his
business using the power of the DPF Doctor blueprint and by
embracing new challenges and opportunities. It was a brilliant
day, and we plan to return next year if Darren will have us!”

“Darren, thank you for organising a
fantastic event at The DPF Doctor HQ. It
was really nice to meet all the Doctors,
to share ideas and knowledge and to
experience some fantastic speakers
including Dee Blick whose speech was
mind blowing, Gilbert Groot and Barry
Lawson. It was an excellent day for
invested automotive technicians.”
Adam Nowak, DPF Doctor
(and the person behind the camera for the day)

Darren Darling’s Top of the Class
DPF Training
This event was held at Darren’s HQ where he delivers unique
online and interactive DPF training to technicians in 40+
countries. In this special interview, we discover how Darren’s
DPF training is revolutionising how training is delivered and
why it is so powerful and popular.

How does the training portal work?
Our world class training portal is a fantastic resource for any
workshop committed to growing through focussed learning.
We have three main sections, ‘Live Training’ where we broadcast
in full HD from our training academy so delegates can ask
questions and have them answered live; ‘Training Reruns’
where we upload every training session so it can be viewed
24/7. This enables members to catch up on training and keep
up to date at their own convenience. There are currently 80
2-hour training sessions. And finally, a ‘Video Guides’ section – a
searchable series with 100+ short training videos offering ‘just
in time’ training for when you have a job in your workshop.
Members have unlimited access to our training portal - 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. They can attend as many live
training sessions as often as they like so no pressure to learn
everything to perfection first time around. It’s the ultimate ‘all
you can eat, super healthy buffet’ for DPF training!

How do you keep your training fresh and relevant?
It’s based on real-world experience - real faults, real fixes in
our own workshop. So, when we see new faults, we create
new training content. The beauty of live sessions is the flow
of new questions from attendees which keeps things doubly
interesting! Having the content online enables us to add
new content to the Video Guides section. If we cover a ‘fix’ in
training, you can be sure it’s been proven in our workshop.

How is the training structured?
Initial training is a 12-part course delivered over 3 weeks; four
two-hour sessions per week. It’s the ultimate bite sized learning
for easy integration in the working day. The live sessions start
at 9am UK time. We encourage workshops to attend refresher
training at least once every six months so they can remain up
to date with everything DPF related and at the top of their
game. Our Video Guides section helps in this. All the resources
we offer ensure that workshops continue to work in an
efficient, lean and customer focused way with their first-time fix
rate a glowing testament to this.

What does all this cost?
The subscription which is a business investment is incredible
value for money. Just £1,500 a year which should be covered
by approximately 7 DPF cleans/repairs. It’s worth pointing
out this fee covers the whole team, including the front of
house staff. I will repeat this! One flat rate of £1,500 means
that every single person in the business, all the technicians
and other team members, can attend our training as many
times as they like in a year. Within weeks, sometimes days, the
cost is more than recouped with the business forging ahead
as a DPF specialist with a superb first-time fix rate. We usually
find that the technicians attend all the live training sessions
and the front of house choose the ones that enhance their
understanding of DPFs. I will stick my neck out and say there
is no other provider delivering DPF training to this standard, at
this value with such an incredible return on investment.

Your training is popular with technicians in
countries including Australia and America…
We address the issues that workshops face globally. We also
teach technicians a robust process that can be applied to ANY
vehicle, so regional differences in vehicles are not an issue. The
huge win/win is that this industry leading training is accessible
from the comfort of your own workshop or home without the
need to travel and with no hotel bills to bump up the cost!

Tell us about your recent trip to Australia where you
spoke at the AAAA show…
Being invited as a keynote speaker by the organisers of the
AAAA Expo, the largest Automotive trade event in the southern
hemisphere was a real privilege. There was a buzz around the
room and many delegates stayed on afterwards so they could
pick my brains and find out more about our DPF training. After
experiencing jet lag from a 36-hour delay I was fuelled by
coffee and adrenalin and the fact that many of the audience
had travelled some distance to meet me.
The conversations we had were similar to those at European
and USA events. Technicians realise they need DPF training so
when I tell them about the content on our training portal and
provide a sneak preview to show them what they can access it
usually leads to a sign up. The feedback from our international
members has been fantastic with our first annual subscribers
already signing up for an additional 12 months as they have
benefitted so much from the first year of training. World class
training, available anytime, anywhere!
Contact Darren on www.the-dpf-doctor.com to find out
more about DPF training. For more on JLM Lubricants,
please visit www.jlmlubricants.co.uk.
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Check Your Customer’s Car Battery To
Ensure Fuel-Saving Measures On-Board
Their Vehicle Operate Correctly
As fuel prices continue to rise and the costof-living crisis takes full effect, drivers will
be looking for measures to reduce outgoings
and make their vehicles run as efficiently as
possible.
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Saving fuel was, and continues to be, an important aspect of
driving – not only in terms of environmental protection, but
also as a benefit in limiting expenditure. Technology helps
provide support in the form of the Start-Stop system, which
has been long-established standard equipment in modern
cars; nearly all cars with an internal combustion engine
produced today have a Start-Stop system on-board, over 98%
in fact.
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A brief history of Start-Stop
Today, saving fuel is considered sensible not only for financial
but also for ecological reasons. But when the idea of the
automatic Start-Stop system was born, it was rather the oil
price crisis of the time that provided the need for fuel saving
measures. Toyota invented the first automatic Start-Stop
system in the mid-1970s.

Volkswagen and Audi introduced their versions of the StartStop system in the 1980s. Together with a 5-speed gearbox,
aerodynamic bodywork, and electronic fuel consumption
indicator, these improvements were intended to significantly
reduce fuel consumption.
A new generation of Start-Stop systems followed in the
2000s. This sophisticated and robust technology marked the
beginning of the Start-Stop success story.

Depending on the style of driving, Start-Stop technology can
achieve fuel savings of up to 15%. However, the effectiveness
of the system depends on many factors, including the area of
use. During urban use, the automatic Start-Stop system causes
the engine to switch off at standstill. Naturally, it is less effective
on long motorway journeys.

High demands on the battery
The reliable supply of electrical consumers while the engine is
switched off, is very demanding. That is why an advanced lead
acid battery is the heart of every well-functioning Start-Stop
system. The only battery technologies which can withstand the
challenges of automatic Start-Stop systems are AGM and EFB
(find out more here https://batteryworld.varta-automotive.
com/en-gb/efb-or-agm-which-battery-do-i-need).

EFB batteries – for entry level Start-Stop systems
EFB batteries (EFB stands for “Enhanced Flooded Battery”) are
suitable for the power supply of cars with entry-level automatic
Start-Stop systems. The design of EFB batteries is a further
development of conventional lead acid batteries. Several
enhancements on component level help to extend the life of
the battery. EFB batteries' low internal resistance guarantee a
strong cycle durability and improve the stability in challenging
applications such as Start-Stop – they can withstand two
times more charging cycles* compared to conventional starter
batteries.
* Test standard EN 50342-1 and for EFB and AGM, additionally
EN 50342-6

AGM batteries – for advanced Start-Stop systems
When it comes to vehicles with automatic Start-Stop systems
with braking energy recovery (recuperation), or cars with
premium equipment and sophisticated accessories, AGM
batteries (AGM stands for “Absorbent Glass Mat”) offer a higher
capability to withstand these high-power demands compared
to regular starter batteries.

Checking your customer’s start-stop is working?
If you service a car with an automatic Start-Stop System, there
are a few things you need to be aware of. When replacing the

If an AGM battery is already installed in the vehicle, it must
always be replaced with another AGM battery. An upgrade
from an EFB to an AGM battery is possible though and can
increase the efficiency of the automatic Start-Stop system
resulting in more efficient fuel consumption. VARTA highly
recommend not to downgrade the battery or try to fit a
traditional flooded battery to a vehicle with Start-Stop; they
simply were not designed to deal with the recurring stop and
then start again type journeys.
On the other hand, an ageing battery is susceptible to reduce
the number of Start-Stop events taking place. Therefore, it is
recommended to check the battery on a regular basis as part
of the service and replace before it fails to ensure maximum
fuel efficiency.
So, to guarantee your customer’s vehicle gets the most out of
its fuel saving measures, VARTA encourage technicians to test
every car’s battery entering the workshop, and if in a weak
state, suggesting to the customer it is replaced, using the fuel
saving benefits as rationale.
To ensure you keep your customers satisfied, recommend
VARTA the battery brand trusted by the trade, the world’s
leading original equipment battery. To find out more,
visit the VARTA team during Autotech’s Big Weekend in
September, or contact varta-support@clarios.com.
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AGM batteries have excellent cold-start characteristics. They
enable a powerful engine start which supports a reduced
operation time of the starter. Thanks to their good recharge
capability and high power in lower states of charge, a
warm engine can be switched off and started again several
times at short intervals, without the risk of difficulties when
restarting. Regarding their service life, AGM batteries also
have significant advantages over traditional starter batteries.
They can withstand three times more charging cycles* than
conventional starter batteries. Because the electrolyte in an
AGM battery is bound in an absorbent glass fleece, it makes
them resilient to hard conditions, leak-proof and maintenancefree.

car’s battery, the new battery must be able to be recognized
by the battery sensor (IBS) of the Start-Stop system, so that
the vehicle can track the battery status accurately, therefore
programming/registering of the new battery is necessary. This
allows the vehicle’s energy management to closely monitor
the battery parameters in order to leverage the highest fuel
savings. If an incorrect battery is installed in the vehicle or it
is not correctly registered, this can result in some on-board
functionality (e.g. electric windows) ceasing to work or even
premature battery deterioration and another breakdown.
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ZF [pro]Tech offering takes centre
stage at UK Garage and Bodyshop Event
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ZF Aftermarket illustrated how the company
delivers cutting-edge technical support,
information and training to the independent
aftermarket through its ZF [pro]Tech garage
workshop at the June event, in order to
service and maintain the vehicles of today
and tomorrow.

training, the business made a decision long ago that this
initiative would be about people, not profit.

ZF [pro]Tech delivers independent workshops two industry
programmes, Plus & Start, providing a comprehensive,
personalised technical support and information hub for the
independent garage network.

New technologies mean that new skills are needed. Those who
master the high degree of system networking and the different
functions of mild hybrid, hybrid and electric vehicles can play a
leading role in the business of the future.

Membership includes access to ZF's technical knowledge,
discounted training courses and free access to OEM service
campaign information across all systems, not just ZF. This
operates via an online portal and technical helpline.

Since voltage peaks of up to 1,000 volts occur in electric drives,
it is extremely important to know how to adeptly handle
high voltage systems. To meet these requirements, we offer
fundamental vocational education and training in the field
of Electromobility, offering the qualification of High Voltage
Expert.

A one-off affordable payment offers garages membership to
this. The online personalised information hub allows access to
ZF's technical knowledge, together with all-makes, all systems
OEM service campaign information, traditionally available only
through main dealers at considerable cost.
The ZF [pro]Tech concept was born of a genuine desire to
support the independent aftermarket in an age of advancing
and changing mobility. A firm believer in the importance
of futureproofing the aftermarket through knowledge and

The road to electrification
From low voltage technologies and hybrid systems to purely
electric drives, ZF are developing pioneering innovations and
offer a broad portfolio for electric mobility.

Become the expert e-mobility contact with ZF
Technical Training
You will learn everything you need to know about integrated,
(partially) electrified drive concepts, such as hybrid and fuel
cells, as well as their high capacity for system integration; the
practical training is in-depth and easy-to-understand. The

seminar, which is based on the blended learning principle,
offers maximum effectiveness and flexibility to all participants.
“Blended learning” refers to the ideal combination of e-learning
and classroom sessions.
The advantages for you:
• E-learning gives you complete flexibility when it comes to
time management: individual modules ranging from 25
to 50 minutes can be selected according to your level of
knowledge
• Identical training content that saves as much time as possible:
40 percent faster than conventional training
• Perfect transfer of theory into practice: The practical section

Darren Lloyd, Network, Technical
and Training Manager
“In my new role as Network, Technical
and Training Manager UK, one of
my core focuses will be to highlight
the importance of training at
garage level. Embracing training is
key if the automotive aftermarket
is to continue to be able to repair,
service and maintain vehicles that feature the very latest
technology. This technology is evolving at a rapid pace,
which is creating a clear skills gap within the industry. ZF
[pro]Tech is aimed at equipping vehicle technicians with
the support, technical knowhow and necessary expertise
to upskill and work on a diverse vehicle parc to ensure
they can provide customers with quality solutions.

“I’d highly recommend the ZF course,” says Dale Terry, Sales
Director at HGV Direct. “It was a valuable learning experience.
The knowledge of components within a HV vehicle, along with
understanding the function and potential problems as systems
age will prove invaluable to our business in the future. I feel
confident now offering advice to our customer base on this
technology, and I’m glad to be involved at this early stage for
our industry.”
For more information, or to book a place onto one of the
ZF High Voltage Expert training courses, email: protech.
zf-aftermarket.uk@zf.com.

while considering professional association standards.
“It’s an exciting time to be a forwarding-thinking and
enthusiastic vehicle technician, as there are plenty of
opportunities to thrive.”
Louise Tobin, Field Technical Sales
Engineer
“I have been in the automotive
industry for more than 10 years,
gaining experience in both the
aftermarket and manufacturing.
Since recently joining ZF, I have now
become IMI-level trained on electric
vehicles and I’m looking forward to
engaging more directly with ZF’s network of experienced
vehicle technicians and sharing the technical information
and knowledge that I’ve acquired over the years.”
William Orridge, Product Support Technician
“ZF [pro]Tech has a reputation for quality and
professionalism and I’m excited to be part of a growing
technical team that works closely with experienced
technicians to ensure they have the support and tools
necessary to futureproof their businesses and work on an
ever-changing and developing vehicle parc.”

AUTOTECH

“Electric vehicles and hybrids are no longer the future;
they’re very much the present, as we’re already seeing
this type of technology in the aftermarket. The thirst for
knowledge was evident at the recent UK Garage and
Bodyshop Event, as one of the most popular questions
asked was about EV and hybrid training. ZF [pro]Tech has
an extensive programme on this topic, including our High
Voltage Expert qualification, which covers the complete
range of topics needed for the technology of the future,

demonstrates how to use the necessary special tools, shows
you how to optimally organize your repair shop and how to
work with electrical equipment.
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Free access to comprehensive
resource
auto:resource is a digital platform for
the UK automotive aftermarket, created
by Automechanika UK, organisers of the
recent UK Garage & Bodyshop Event in
Birmingham*
Turn to page 64 for details of last month’s event

Automechanika UK returns to NEC in 2023!
Its aim is to help inform people from all areas of the
aftermarket, whilst connecting them to suppliers online.
The hub’s resources cover product, training, promotions,
business advice and insights, plus industry news. You can
become a member to access exclusive content, training,
promotions and more. With a free user account, you can
browse and search for free training videos, articles, tutorials
and how-to guides from leading suppliers and experts.

AUTOTECH 2022

Find out more at www.autoresource.co.uk.
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Automechanika UK, the UK’s largest gathering for the
automotive industry, will once again open its doors at the NEC
Birmingham 6-8 June 2023.
Technicians and workshop owners can expect direct access
to hundreds of the leading equipment, parts, software
and training suppliers over the three-day event, which has
experienced a hiatus in recent years due to the pandemic.
Keep up to date with news of the event on www.
autoresource.co.uk.

Big Weekend
tickets are
on sale now!
Taking place on Friday 23rd
& Saturday 24th of september
at Delphi Technologies, Warwickshire

Join us for two days of unique content delivered by workshop owners,
independent trainers, and Autotech sponsors
We will be providing insights on the latest technology to enter your workshop and practical tips on diagnosing and
repairing systems seen in your workshop each day.
You will also have the opportunity to network with like-minded workshop owners/technicians and meet our
speakers and sponsors to discuss your individual needs and concerns.

Both one and two-day tickets are available to purchase at www.autotechnician.co.uk/training
and heavily subsidised by our sponsors.

• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT • Two day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT
Grab a 2-day Big Weekend ticket and get a hotel room thrown in for free! Book a two-day pass to the
event in July and we’ll take care of your accommodation on the Friday night at the Holiday Inn near the
venue.
AUTOTECH 2022 is sponsored by:

*Tickets will be limited and fully refundable if COVID restrictions are implemented

Media Partner:

SUBSCRIBE NOW

to receive autotechnician, free of charge
Subscription to autotechnician magazine is completely free of charge to independent workshops and technicians in the UK*

Registering for your free copy could not be easier, just head
to https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe, fill out the
brief form and you will start to receive your free copies of
autotechnician.
Subscription to autotechnician will give you access to all
the latest:
• Technical articles
• Industry news
• Products and equipment
• Training and events
• New car technology
• Case studies & much more!
autotechnician is published nine times a year in a digital
format and in print quarterly, and has become a must read for
independent workshop owners and technicians across the UK.
autotechnician is produced and written by people who are
passionate about the UK aftermarket, delivering
job-useful information in collaboration with suppliers, industry
associations and readers.

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

to ensure you don’t
miss out on your regular
autotechnician fix!

• You can also opt in to receive our monthly e-bulletin ‘The
Buzz’, including technical articles, product news and offers, to
assist you in growing your business and technical knowledge
• www.autotechnician.co.uk is updated daily and is home
to all of autotechnician’s back issues, technical product
articles, Autotech assessments and a host of other job-useful
information

www.instagram.com/autotechnician_magazine
www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
www.youtube.com/channel/UCVpRBsEJ89t3Tfh8JrsBOxw/videos

• You can also follow autotechnician on FaceBook and
Instagram, and view our training compilation videos on
YouTube…
* Subscription to autotechnician and its associated brands is free of charge to independent
workshops and technicians operating within the UK, who meet the publisher’s criteria. Please go to
https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe for more information.

Training & Development Co-ordinator Josh Whittemore,
centre, with technicians Alex and Paul who recently
attended Autotech Training’s EV course. Both technicians
now feel confident to take on hybrid & EV servicing but are
not likely to purchase an electric vehicle anytime soon!

Workshop visit:
Elite Garage Canterbury
autotechnician visits Elite Garage Canterbury
to find out about this established family
business with 16 sites across the South East,
to ask how they have coped with recent
challenges and how they are preparing for
new opportunities with the help of Autotech
Training
Elite Garages, an independent tyre, MOT, car service and
forecourt operator, has 16 sites across the South of England,
and recently sent a minimum of two technicians from each
site, to complete their IMI Level 3 Electric/Hybrid vehicle
training with Autotech Training to meet growing demand.

“I started working for Elite when I was 17. I dropped out of
college, spent a year with Elite and then went back to college.
I'm now a university student and I also work here full-time. By
choice!” says Josh. “I used to be a tyre fitter, I'm aircon and EV
trained, and now I'm in the management team. I look after our
pricing, and I also train our managers and organise training for
the technicians.”

“Ownership of an electric
vehicle is new to many
customers, so they are
naturally contacting their
local garage for support, and
it is vital that we have the
knowledge to support them”

WORKSHOP VISIT

We met up with Josh Whittemore, Training & Development Coordinator for Elite Garages, to learn more about their current
focus and future training plans…

“Elite Garages is a family business and has been open for over
60 years. It all started with my grandparents, with a petrol
station in High Wycombe, and then when we started in
garages, we opened our second site in Horsham and I think
our oldest standing branch is Mannings Heath, which is where
I started. That used to be our head office, I would go in there
aged five or six and see my dad at work. I've always been
around cars and it’s slowly grown over time. My sister and I
work closely together, she looks after the marketing, HR and
related things. I’m training her how to run depots next week in
Newport, I'm running that for two weeks because our manager
is on holiday.”
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the premises of any garage or organisation. Mandla Ndhlovu,
Training Delivery Director for Autotech Training arranged
for the two-day, IMI Level 3 courses to be carried out within
Elite Garage’s headquarters in Partridge Green, Horsham,
conducting five sessions of training for six technicians at a time.
“We selected the number of vehicle technicians from each
site to receive the EV training, based on the density of EV
sales within their local area,” Josh states. “For instance, due to a
high number of Tesla sales within Bournemouth, four vehicle
technicians from that site were trained.”
“We need to be prepared. Not only to be able to create a new
revenue stream and meet customer demand, but to safeguard
our employees and equip them with the relevant skills to work
safely on these high voltage vehicles.”

What has been your main area of focus?
“Really just trying to get everything up to date and online.
That's kind of been the focus since me and my sister got
onboard. Getting everything ready for EV's and trying to make
our online platform a lot easier to use.
“Covid really affected the amount of work coming in, so we
furloughed a lot of our staff, we couldn’t get parts – that was a
massive struggle – and the MOT extension killed it even more,
in terms of what was coming in, and we're still feeling that now
and probably will for quite a few years. It’s a lot quieter for this
time of year.

“I think all the skills in this industry
have just been going up and up, with
more people getting trained, which
is great for everyone – good for us as
a business growing with the times,
and it's good for customers because
they're getting a better service than
ever before in terms of the capability
of who's working on their car.”
How do you plan to attract EV & hybrid work?
“The plan is to spend the next three or so years focussing on
services, getting the guys more used to working on them and
in about five years we want to be able to replace full batteries.
There's obviously different equipment that you need, EV lifts
that raise up… But there isn’t a huge demand for that right
now because warranties are so good on electric vehicles. So,
unless dealers start contracting that work out, there isn’t a
huge need for it at the current time.

WORKSHOP VISIT

Why did you decide to do EV training now?
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“In some of our sites, there's a lot of people coming in for tyres
on hybrid vehicles and they were inquiring about services and
we thought it wasn't right to just tell people, ‘No, we don't do
them’. So, we decided to make a move on it. We had some of
our team trained two years ago to be able to service them,
and then we decided to go for the full Level Three so we can
replace components, and all of our guys are safe. I did the Level
Two with Autotech Training in the September [within its EV
training suite at its Milton Keynes headquarters]. I thought they
were really professional and that's when I decided to get our
whole team trained by them.”
A division of automotive employment and training solutions
provider Autotech Group, Autotech Training, offers Level 2
to Level 4 IMI electric/hybrid vehicle courses either from its
EV training suite within its Milton Keynes headquarters, or on

“We have some articles that are being written at the moment
by my sister and some of our marketing team that are SEO
optimized for EVs and we're thinking about joining some
online EV groups, and becoming a member of HEVRA*.”
(*The Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance
https://hevra.org.uk).”

GENERATIONS
OF QUALITY

OESAA

3YEAR

Warranty
FAG Wheel Bearings & Hub Units
Gen.1 to Gen.3.xx

FAG is a long-time trusted technical partner and supplier of
high-tech precision wheel bearings, hub units and chassis
components to vehicle manufacturers around the world.
We deliver these same OE products to mechanics wanting
genuine quality and reliability in order to protect both their
customers - and the reputation of their workshop.
Our WheelSets also come with every genuine OE component you
need to carry out a professional repair, right down to the last nut,
bolt and washer - so no shopping around for missing parts.
Fitting bearings that have not been designed, engineered, tested
and approved to VM specifications and quality standards is a
risky business, so for safety’s sake - fit FAG.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk |

BOOK YOUR TICKETS TO
THE BIG AWARDS 2022!

theBIGawards.org.uk

BRITISH
INDEPENDENT GARAGE
OF THE YEAR AWARDS

2022

“Where we may have in the past had engine repairs
and gearbox repairers, they will become battery repairs,
performed by battery specialists – this is becoming a business
opportunity, Colin states. “At the end of the day, we're all
going to wake up very soon to the fact that you will not get
business insurance on a motor vehicle policy if you've not
got EV training…. And we must have electric vehicle trained
technicians. Josh has made that investment – he did the
training and now he's put the rest of his people through it. To
protect his good customer service but secondly, to protect
him. It's due diligence. It really is the correct way to run a
business.”
For further information on the training offering from
Autotech Training, call 01234 240503, or visit
www.autotechtraining.co.uk.

Are there other areas in the next few years you will
be looking into?
“ADAS is something we want to do but we probably wouldn't
do it at every single depot. A depot like this wouldn't be able to
have a full ADAS set up because you need to be able to extend
two meters behind the back of the vehicle. But eventually that
is something we do want to do. It's just a matter of getting all
the training and all of the equipment in place, plus making sure
it's worth it.”

A switch to on-site training and a new world of
repairs

Not everyone thinks that Electric Vehicles are the answer,
and the infrastructure has some catching up to do when the
prices of these vehicles eventually come down, although there
seems little doubt that EVs will be part of the solution to future
mobility.

The Autotech Group has the UK’s largest network
of contractors, with its Autotech Recruit division
supplying supply skilled and vetted temporary vehicle
technicians and MOT testers to workshops, providing
cover during busy periods, staff sickness & holiday
leave, and aims to help close the skills gap within
the industry with its Autotech Training and Autotech
Academy.
Autotech Training works in partnership with industry
training providers and awarding bodies, including ZF
Aftermarket Technical Training, Bosch, ABC Awards
and the IMI. The company provides MOT and technical
training services to workshops and individuals
throughout the UK, helping hundreds of vehicle
technicians and MOT testers find the right course to
improve their skills and employability.
Autotech Training is an advocate for increasing the
skill set of vehicle technicians and raising awareness
of the need for greater EV training and Autotech
Group CEO, Gavin White, sits on the board of the
IMI’s TechSafe Sector Advisory Group, helping to
drive forward the Electrified Vehicle Professional
Standard.

WORKSHOP VISIT

“The facility to be able to deliver training on-site is something
favoured by many garages now, because their interruption to
business is far more dramatic than ours. To send a trainer out
to their workshop, using their tools and within their layout,
perhaps makes the training a little bit more palatable,” says
Colin Gleghorn, Managing Director of Autotech Training.
“Most people are nervous about training, they either think
they know everything and they try to catch the trainer out
(we love people like that on training) or they're just nervous
about being away. They tend to learn more quickly in their own
environment.”

About the Autotech Group
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES ACADEMY
INTRODUCES SECURITY GATEWAY TRAINING
The Delphi Technologies Academy now offers Security
Gateway training, giving an insight into what is needed to
access and update vital data inside the newest vehicles, to
win business traditionally confined to franchised repairers.
For many years, diagnostic tools have allowed garages to solve a
myriad of mechanical issues simply by accessing a car’s onboard
diagnostics port, but this is becoming more challenging due to
newer vehicles (for example, those with self-driving capabilities)
requiring secure protection from hackers. To prevent this,
manufacturers are using a ‘master’ module, or Security Gateway
(SGW), that communicates with all the other ECUs in the vehicle,
such as those for telematics, climate control and ABS.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

This latest course added to the Delphi Technologies Academy
online training platform shows how the Security Gateway
functions and how it can be correctly negotiated to allow faultfinding. A series of videos provide bite-size sessions, assume no
prior knowledge, and explain the concepts and principles of
Security Gateway diagnostics at a very accessible level.
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A second instalment details how to unlock the Security Gateway
for Renault vehicles, with participants able to undertake an end
test. Once the course has been completed, a certificate is then
available that grants the user 0.8 IMI CPD credits.
While fault codes can be read by traditional diagnostic tooling,
to clear a fault code on a Security Gateway-equipped vehicle
special access needs to be acquired from the manufacturer.
The same applies when adjusting settings or installing software
updates – any action that writes data to the car requires
authorised credentials, sometimes called a ‘token’.
Tokens are usually only available through the official OEM
service site. Each individual OEM group has its own website
– Volkswagen Group has one method, Fiat Chrysler Alliance
another and so on. The Delphi Technologies Academy training
takes viewers through the necessary steps to gain access to the
vehicle’s Security Gateway. The ‘how to’ element shows the steps

needed to acquire a security token which can then be used with
older OBD tools, such as the Delphi Technologies DS150.
Helpfully, technicians using a Delphi Technologies BlueTech
diagnostics tool can take advantage of the company’s tierone relationship with OEMs. The BlueTech unit can access
many OEMs’ token requests via a one-time online form, saving
technicians the hassle of registering each time they come
across a different brand. Once registered through the Delphi
Technologies site, the repairer’s credentials are saved for the next
time they’re needed. Registering through the BlueTech tool also
removes any additional costs for accessing the OEM sites as this
cost is included within the Delphi software license.
Phil Mitchell, Technical Services Manager, Delphi Technologies
Aftermarket said: “The hurdles placed in front of independent
repairers by a Security Gateway can seem daunting. Delphi
Technologies’ answer is to simplify diagnostics as much as
possible by providing concise, efficient training to empower
technicians in a friendly and accessible way.
“Security Gateways are a fact of life for OEMs now, and customer
security is of the utmost importance. Legitimate access to the
vehicle’s systems is still possible, but as with all new innovations,
it requires a new approach and fresh learning. We’ve worked to
integrate our diagnostic systems and training together, to save
the technician valuable time, and enable profitable repair work
previously only possible through franchised workshops.”
https://academy.delphiautoparts.com/#/public-dashboard

The Air Con Service
Season is here!

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

Vehicles with both types of refrigerant R134a &
R1234yf are now commonplace in workshops
across the UK and service demand for
newer vehicles with climate control systems,
along with Hybrid and EV vehicles thermal
management system awareness, is higher
than ever for this lucrative opportunity.
WAECO AirCon Service has
the complete solution for
all types of business, so it’s
time to invest in equipment,
tooling and consumables
suitable for the specific
requirements of servicing
vehicles with R134a & R1234yf.
Hybrid and EV vehicles have made their entrance to the
automotive world and their complex cooling systems and
reliance of efficiency have brought even more attention to this
service opportunity.
Petrol & Diesel numbers still dominate workshops, but Hybrid
and EV vehicle numbers are growing rapidly. Public & business
demand will rise with record fuel costs and low emission
incentives along with improving infrastructure.
The servicing procedures are similar but, awareness of some
differences is required in order to take advantage of this
lucrative service.

leads to acid formation, which attacks the compressors,
electrical motor windings and fine hydraulic components.
POE oil is highly hygroscopic – detrimental moisture levels
can occur in one day if left open to the atmosphere and once
absorbed, cannot be removed by system evacuation, even at
pressure as low as 500 microns.

WAECO has the solution for this
Our ASC range of AirCon Service Centers utilise software for
Hybrid service, with a flush kit (available separately) to safely
change from conventional PAG oils to POE, enabling flushing of
all machine pipework and hydraulic circuits to ensure no crosscontamination.
OE-specific oils such as Denso11, Denso 12 and Sanden SPA2
RB100EV are some examples that are available in the WAECO
Profi Oil System, a truly moisture-free storage which negates
any waste due to moisture ingress.

Hybrid and EVs use high-voltage systems, with some vehicle
batteries supplying over 400 volts, hence different procedures
should be carried out before attempting any A/C service.
Technicians must carry out power down and disconnect the
supply of the system to remove any risk of electric shock when
working in or around an electric compressor. Technicians
should hold an approved hybrid/electric vehicle accreditation
before working on high-voltage vehicles.

Again, ensure the correct oil is used!

Workshops must use the correct compressor oils PAG POE
when servicing, as cross-contamination will reduce its dielectric
property, which is also affected if oils are not meticulously
protected against moisture present in the atmosphere
(humidity-free storage and feeding system). Contamination

Compressor manufacturers are stipulating specific oil
specification that have different additives such as cleaning and
molecule stabilising properties, detergents etc.

For more details visit: www.waeco.com

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

One of the most important differences is the type of lubrication
oil used in AC Systems with different refrigerants and types
of compressor. Conventional belt-driven piston A/C systems
typically use PAG or Ester oil, however, all hybrid vehicles
require a special polyolester (POE) type oil. POE oil is dielectric,
i.e., it has non-conductive properties, designed to lubricate
the compressor whilst protecting the compressors electrical
windings.
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SCHAEFFLER LATEST UK WORKSHOP TOUR
STOP: AES YORK
The second of Schaeffler’s programme of one-on-one
workshop training sessions took place at AES York
recently, where REPXPERT trainer Bob Carter provided AES
Director Mark Shipman and his team with details of its
REPXPERT technical platform before providing hands-on
demonstrations.
Bob gave a full explanation of the design and operation of
both dry and wet double clutch systems, including a live
demonstration of the removal, replacement and check
procedures for the clutch in a DQ381 wet double clutch gearbox
from a VW Golf R, using a LuK RepSet 2CT repair kit. After the
theory, the afternoon session gave the AES team an opportunity
to put what they’d learned into practice by carrying out their
own dry double clutch replacement.
Schaeffler’s Marketing Executive, Tony Yates, spoke with AES
Director, Mark Shipman, to listen to his thoughts concerning his
business and his views towards the future of the aftermarket.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

“How have you found the training?”
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“Really good, very educational and a recap on what we’ve
learned before, so it’s given us more confidence to carry out the
work than we had before. It was particularly interesting to know
that you can fix the mechatronics, which is a huge benefit in
itself.”
How do you see the aftermarket developing in the next few
years?
“I think there’ll be more independents and they’ll get busier,
but only if they invest in their businesses and in training. We’re
already getting work from garages that can only do basic work
and refer the rest to a main dealer, which is too expensive, but
we can do the work cost effectively and keep those cars on the
road because we’ve kept up to date.”
“I think we’ll get busier getting work that used to be main dealer
work, in fact we’re seeing that already as half the cars in the
workshop today come from other garages!”

What makes your business successful and what do you
specifically do to keep your customers coming back?
“We just do the job right first time! We know what we’re doing
because we’ve done the training, so we know when a car comes
in that there’s not much we can’t fix.”
Is training important to future-proof your business and its
growth, and if so, why?
“Training and access to technical information is crucial, because
if you know how it works and comes apart, you’ll be able to fix it.”
What value does fitting OE replacement parts bring to your
business?
“We always try to fit the best we can, which means using OE
brands, but sometimes we have to go to the dealers for dealer
only parts. We’ve never run the business on cost, we don’t want
to fix it cheaply, but fix it properly. So, although historically in
the motor trade it was about who could fix it the cheapest, it’s
changed, particularly since COVID.”
What more should REPXPERT do to support you better?
“Fitting instructions in PDF format and access by part number
on the box.”
Schaeffler will be announcing some news on technical information
access in the near future. Watch this space!

Shock
Absorbers
Gas charged shock absorbers would normally be
reserved for a selected range of applications, or
only as an optional upgrade. Starline is different.
They are all upgraded and are GAS as standard.
Premium product at no extra cost.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive to LKQ Euro Car Parts
Shock absorbers are GAS as standard
20 separate quality processes ensure high
quality product
High quality materials
Great aftermarket product designed to OE standards
Salt spray tested
Quality control with rigorous testing lab procedures
3 years unlimited mileage warranty.

Find out more about this range –
omnipart.eurocarparts.com/omnihub/
Call your local branch now!
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ECOBAT ADDRESSES THE FUTURE OF EV
BATTERY RECYCLING
Ecobat says that although enormous strides have been made
to EV battery capability and lifespans, the initial production
and final disposal plans have not progressed as quickly. “The
lithium battery, which is generally the battery of choice for
vehicle manufacturers globally, is an incredibly effective power
storage solution,” explains Ecobat Battery’s European Marketing
Manager, Thom Poole. “It is virtually maintenance-free, is lighter
than a traditional lead-acid battery and smaller in size for the
same power output, provides a longer service life, delivers more
charging ‘cycles’ and can be discharged to higher levels between
charging. However, it is expensive to produce and, in stark
contrast to lead-acid batteries, difficult to recycle.”
The Ecobat Solutions UK site at Darlaston has been diagnosing,
disassembling, discharging, re-engineering and recycling lithium
batteries for the last 18 months and to date, have processed
more than 1,700 batteries. “Bearing in mind that all lithium-ion
must be transported under demanding European regulations
concerning the transport of dangerous goods, this is no small
achievement,” says Ecobat Solutions’ European Marketing
Manager, Peter Coleman.
Ecobat’s work has positive implications for the independent
sector. Although its service offering is mainly focused on original
equipment manufacturers that have an extended producer
responsibility for their batteries from installation in the vehicle
to responsible end-of-life recycling, the company is aware that

forward thinking independent workshops do not get left behind
when it comes to the service and repair of EVs.
“We want to do all we can to encourage third parties to be

SIMPLY

BIOCLEAN
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MORE THAN
JUST CLEAN

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The innovative parts cleaning concept from Motul
that enables a highly effective and environmentally
friendly parts cleaning system in workshops
and industrial plants.
With the help of microorganisms and
highly effective cleaning elements
the parts are cleaned without having
environmentally harmful substances
contaminating the washing table.

For more details

requirements and ensures they conform to legal responsibilities.
This encourages second life usage and responsible recycling to
support a circular supply chain.
“Ecobat is in an unusual position to apply decades of experience
in recycling to lithium batteries, a service the market desperately
needs,” Poole continued. “Through our battery distribution arm,
we can supply the batteries the industry needs daily, whether
that’s traditional starter batteries or the increasingly important
start/stop and auxiliary batteries that are required for microhybrids. Through our battery collection and recycling division,
we have the ability to safely dispose of any of the batteries the
independent sector is likely to come across, including lithiumion, which is one of the obstacles that has previously held
companies back from optimising the opportunities that hybrid
and EV service and repair can deliver.”
www.ecobatbattery.com

very careful when handling battery packs, cells and modules
for hybrid and EVs, as they can be very dangerous, a fact that is
taken with the utmost seriousness at all our facilities. Moreover,
while our main facility at Darlaston is optimised for the safe
processing of batteries at every stage, we also offer an on-site
engineering service in the event of a critical incident,” continued
Coleman.

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
autotechnician!

Ecobat offers a service, rather than a buy/sell model for EV
batteries, which helps manufacturers meet compliance
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Snow Leopard Oils
The premium A/C lubricants
Formulated from select synthetic base oils and refined with
special additives to meet and exceed the needs of all vehicle
AC compressors. Snow Leopard technical lubricants have
the power and lubricity to protect and optimise the cooling
performance of any air conditioning system.
● HFO PAGs for all PAG-filled A/Cs with R1234yf or R134a,
including Hybrids, PHEVs, EVs

● Extra Cool R134a Glo-PAGs with ICE32 to restore
cooling performance in older R134a systems

With fewer stocking units, it’s easy to

USE THE RIGHT OIL FOR THE JOB
Contact your Primalec distributor or Factor or call us for details on 01622
customers@primalec.co.uk | www.primalec.co.uk
Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.

816955
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● MRL85 for all POE-filled A/Cs with R1234yf or R134a,
including Hybrids, PHEVs, EVs
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DOUBLE HYDRAULIC STOPS
NOW AVAILABLE TO THE
TRADE
A collaboration between KYB and
Citroën resulted in a new suspension
concept based on passive shock
absorbers, but capable of approaching
the high performance of the semiactive systems with significantly more
competitive costs. It was developed
and applied as original equipment to the Citroën C5 Aircross, originally launched in
2017. The vehicle was nominated for the 2019 Car of the Year award and KYB was also
awarded a Supplier Excellence award from PSA. Until now, this technology has only
been fitted to brand new vehicles, however, in 2022 it will be available as aftermarket
parts only from KYB Europe – part numbers 3348095 & 3448033.
With this technology, the total stroke of the shock absorbers can be divided into three
differentiated parts for which the shock absorber will provide different characteristics.
The first part corresponds to the position around the centre of the stroke. In this area
the conventional valving in the piston and the base valve provides the damping
forces. The second and third parts correspond to the positions close to the end of the
rebound and the compression strokes, with the hydraulic compression and rebound
stops responsible for providing additional energy absorption. This split allows the
shock absorbers main valves to focus on comfort and the two hydraulic stops take
responsibility when more demanding situations are encountered, increasing both
comfort and handling performance. To achieve this effectively, both the rebound and
compression stops have to be able to provide sufficient energy absorption and to have
a very flexible response, what PSA describes as a “flying carpet effect”, as the car feels
like it’s flying over bumps and holes in the road.

NEW TOOL PROMOTION
The latest edition of Sealey’s
Tool Promotion, valid from 1st
July until 30th September 2022,
sees the launch of over 140 new
lines, including the AP22 range
of American Pro tool chests.
Choose the all-black, mid-sized
combo or select bold, contrasting
drawers with the other five colour
options available. A new hi-vis
green version of its best-selling
mechanic’s tool kit, is also available
on page 4.
You can view the full range and
browse Sealey’s latest promotions
at www.sealey.co.uk. You can
also enter its latest competitions,
register warranties, and request a
copy of their catalogue.
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Bosch technology.
Fuelled by Carwood.
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As a Bosch distributor, we now supply a full range of Bosch
fuel pumps, injectors & spare parts, alongside our authorised
Carwood solutions. Backed by diagnostic tools, test equipment
& technical support, you can get everything you need to
service today’s diesel- & petrol-powered vehicles, from your
local Carwood distributor. And with new, eXchange & repair
solutions, you can offer your customers a choice, without
compromising
on the quality of the product or your service.
comp
Helping to fuel your proﬁts, customer loyalty & future growth.

Contact your local Carwood distributor for more

www.carwood.co.uk

ACCESS TO SECURED VEHICLE DATA
An increasing number of vehicles require a manufacturerspecific access authorisation to perform active diagnostic tasks
such as the calibration of driver assistance systems or service
resets, which can be problematic. Bosch Secure Diagnostic
Access (SDA) provides access to security-protected diagnostic
content using ESI[tronic] diagnostic software. Since August
2021, workshops using ESI[tronic] 2.0 Online, combined with a
license for Control Unit Diagnosis, are able to access protected
electronic systems of several vehicles produced by the
Volkswagen group via SDA. Ever since the ESI[tronic] 2.0 Online
and KTS 250 software updates released earlier this year, users can
now also use SDA to access protected vehicle data of Fiat, Alfa

Romeo, Lancia, Abarth, Chrysler, Jeep and Dodge/RAM vehicles.
Mercedes-Benz vehicles have also just joined the list, with more
to follow.
Bosch SDA provides a single access point for secure and
authorised diagnostics with no extra charges if you have an
ESI subscription. To use Secure Diagnostic Access, members of
workshop staff need to create a personal free-of-charge Bosch
ID consisting of an e-mail address and a self-chosen password
via a guided process. A single registration is sufficient. Once
registered, they will be granted access to all protected diagnostic
data via SDA.
www.boschaftermarket.com/gb/en/diagnostics/
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Don’t Turn Away
Diesel Business!
DPF Professional Clean & Flush
Cleaned in 1 hour
Keep the business in your workshop
No need to remove DPF

J02230 & J02250

Two stage clean for maximum eﬀect
Add extra value to your service or MOT
No expensive equipment required
For more information:

J02285 & J02280

Call: 01
1273 891 162
Email: info@kalimex.co.uk

www.jlmlubricants.com

FAST

EFFECTIVE

PROFESSIONAL
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Diesel Intake Extreme Cleaning
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BEST PRACTICE CLUTCH ADVICE AND A
PEAK INSIDE A BESPOKE CLUTCH CENTRE
First Line Ltd has produced a workshop poster to highlight
the importance of best practice clutch installation, helping
workshops to confidently identify clutch failures and perform
correct alignment. The new poster provides a visual guide
highlighting key parts of the process that if not followed, could
lead to an avoidable warranty claim, which if it is due to an
installation error or driver abuse, won’t be covered.
Jon Roughley, Global Marketing Director, explains: “For
technicians, the Borg & Beck Clutch range offers quality
assurances, technical support and ease of fitment, ensuring
a hassle-free replacement. With a UK technical test facility
and technical helpline, the emphasis is on supporting the
installer in an efficient manner. We are committed to educating
the industry and are proud to announce that we have just
introduced a fantastic poster highlighting best practice for
clutch installation.”
When replacing a clutch, it’s important to understand why the
old clutch has failed, particularly if it has failed prematurely due
to poor driving style, towing heavy loads, frequent hill starts or
an installation error. If left unknown, this could affect the lifespan
of the replacement unit.
One of the key messages shared by all clutch manufacturers is
the importance of correct engine to gearbox alignment. Before
offering up the gearbox, the Borg & Beck engineers advise
technicians to align the input shaft with the hub spline of the

clutch disc and
not allow the weight of the gearbox to hang
off the spline, as this could cause the drive plate to break apart.
Another danger to the clutch systems that the company is
urging the aftermarket to consider is over lubrication. Roughley
adds: “Lubrication of the spline shaft should be kept to a fine
film, using the sachet supplied with your Borg & Beck Clutch
Kit. Alternatively, any high performance, high melting point,
non-copper-based grease can be used. Excessive greasing can
affect the performance of the new clutch, so always remove the
excess.
“If the vehicle has a CSC fitted and it is being replaced, it is also

Mini-Ductor®
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Venom®
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The Mini-Ductor Venom is the professional’s choice of
handheld, induction heaters and leverages the power of
Invisible Heat® to heat ferrous metals in seconds. The
Venom releases hardware from corrosion and thread lock
compounds – all without the collateral damage caused by
torches. Manufactured with genuine OEM parts.
APPLICATIONS:
> Seatbelt Bolts
> Lug Nuts
> Suspension
> Fuel Tank Straps

> O2 Sensors
> Brakes
> Inline Connectors
> And 100’s more!

www.theinductor.co.uk
+44 (0)1953 859138

INCLUDES:
> Carry Case
> 7/8” Pre-Formed Coil
> 23” U-Form Coil
> 41” Bearing Buddy® Coil

This tool is marked CE for user safety. Available
through your local motor factor and stockist.

Follow on Social Media:

vital that you avoid the temptation to
compress the new CSC, as this can cause
damage because out of the box the seal
is dry. You must ensure that the CSC
mounting face is clean and any seals,
gaskets or sealant should be used as per
the vehicle manufacturer’s guidelines.”
If it is identified that the DMF was
the cause of failure, then First Line
recommends that technicians and drivers
consider a Borg & Beck Single Mass
Flywheel (SMF) conversion kit. These are
designed to provide a cost-effective and
durable solution for vehicles that have a
dual mass flywheel as original equipment.
SMFs are ideally suited to higher mileage
applications, low speed city driving and
the demanding operating environment
common place with LCV applications.
To request your free poster, and to
see the other posters available from
First Line Ltd, visit https://mailchi.mp/
firstlineltd.co/posters.
First Line has showcased its bespoke
Borg & Beck Clutch Technical Centre in
a new promotional video, that can be
found on its YouTube channel www.
youtube.com/user/Firstlineltd.

TOOLS ON THE MOVE
The KNIPEX “Big Move” Tool Case (00 21 06 M) claims to have everything
a mechanic needs all in one secure and durable portable case. With a
telescopic handle set in the base as well as two external, smooth-running
skater wheels, the case makes it easy to transport tools around the
workshop, out on the track or on the road.
The “Big Move” Tool Case is equipped with 12 essential KNIPEX tools,
including the Cobra high tech water pump pliers, Diagonal Cutters, and
ErgoStrip Universal Stripping Tool. The case carries 90 branded tools in
total including a vast array of TORX and Phillips screwdrivers, ratchets, and
chisels.
You can configure the lay out as you wish
(there are 54 tool insertion options) and
there are two removable tool boards with
31 tool pockets, while the base tray can be
fixed by a push button. The case itself has two
metal flip locks and a three-digit combination
lock for secure locking of the cover and a label
field with two stickers for individual labelling.
A document compartment is also
provided in the cover.
It has a maximum payload of
20Kg and a volume of 33 litres.
www.knipex.com/en-uk

CORRECT REPAIRS

THE FIRST TIME

Using the DrivePro Elite Diagnostic Kit coupled with
IVS 360 your technicians can tap into a pool of behind the
scenes expertise for quick complex diagnosis and repairs,
correctly the first time!
TM

TM

Access IVS 360 Directly From DrivePro!
TM

✔ Unlimited – No support request limits, and your whole workshop has unlimited access!
✔ On-demand – Request support from our OE-certified Master Technicians when you need it!
✔ Save time – No more sending jobs to dealers, or wasting time Googling repairs!

A COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION FOR
REPAIRING COMPLEX VEHICLE SYSTEMS

SCHEDULE A DEMO
sales-uk@opusivs.com
44 (0) 1865 870 060
opusivs-uk.com
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Failure to diagnose vehicles quickly and correctly reduces
profitability and loses your workshop valuable customers!
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The first UK Garage & Bodyshop Event
hits the mark

EVENT REVIEW

Show organisers Automechanika UK and
aftermarket suppliers of training, equipment
& tools were hoping for a good turnout at the
first ever UK Garage and Bodyshop Event and
they were not disappointed, welcoming 3,538
business owners into Hall 20 of the NEC over
the two days in June.
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Gavin White, CEO of Autotech Group told AT it had probably
been one of the best shows they’d done in the last 12
years, and although the event was compact in size, visitors
were able to take in equipment demonstrations and get
technical, training and business advice from some of the
dominant players in the trade and take advantage of the many
presentations and thought-provoking panel debates to gain
both practical advice and suggestions on how to improve
repair efficiency and prepare for upcoming challenges.
Technicians and garage owners had direct access to over 100
suppliers, showcasing their latest service and repair products,
diagnostics, and garage equipment, highlighting the skills and
know-how to futureproof their business and career.

“It has been great to get
back out there at events and
inform members and the
wider aftermarket on the
extensive work we are doing,
from working with colleges
and universities to bring in
new talent, to highlighting the
extensive effort with UK govt
to protect our sector.”
Mark Field, IAAF Chief Executive

Over the two days, the training hubs provided more than
100 hours of seminars across its workshop, bodyshop,
EV and Hybrid training areas, covering ADAS, customer
communications, diagnostics, and reflecting on the demand
for workshops to upskill in a post-combustion era. The key
message from the event is that the automotive aftermarket
is on the brink of real change, and if garages and bodyshops
are to thrive, they will need to invest to be able to service and
repair an increasingly digitalised and diversified vehicle parc.
The event began with Andy Hamilton of LKQ Euro Car
Parts providing his take on the changes, challenges, and
opportunities ahead of garages, citing mobility trends postpandemic, the duty of care to be considered especially with
ADAS recalibration, shared mobility and rise of vehicles
subscriptions rather than ownership. He also discussed the

“There’s a good buzz and
atmosphere around the whole
event”
Darren Darling, DPF Doctor Network

WAECO AIR CON SERVICE
WAECO - the leading brand across Europe provides more than 40 years of experience in workshop
equipment solutions and consumables for all air conditioning systems.
Covering all sectors of the market for cars, trucks, buses, agricultural and construction vehicles.

• Single source A/C workshop equipment
• Compressor oils, leak detection oils,
refrigerants and other consumables

ENGINEERED IN GERMANY

For further information, please contact:

andrew.bastable@dometic.com • 07951 528 052
john.vincent@dometic.com • 07850 961 604

WAECO.COM

EVENT REVIEW

The WAECO brand promise is to make daily work in A/C
maintenance and repairs easier, safer, more profitable
and more environmentally friendly.
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“It’s been a jam-packed
two days of training, tools
and technology. It’s been
an extraordinary event, an
important one for any garage
owner to attend with so much
on offer”
Hayley Pells, Avia Autos

increasing number of restrictive issues with OEMs and the
possibility of an MOT frequency change. “It is a fallacy that this
is a household saving,” Andy said, urging everyone in earshot
to sign the online petitions against the MOT change, “over a
two-year period, this is going to mean an increased cost to the
motorist over two years.” Andy then moved onto the issue of
taking on EV work – stating that there will be no big explosion
of EV uptake over the next couple of years due to the lack of
infrastructure and that by the 2030 new sales deadline, ICE
powered vehicles will still dominate. “It is going to grow, but
at a steady pace,” he reiterated, suggesting there were real
opportunities ahead for the aftermarket in end-of-life EVs, in
recycling, repair and remanufacture.

in greater detail on www.autotechnician.co.uk and www.
facebook.com/Autotechmagazine as this featured real-case
scenarios and practical tips, backed up by online statistics from
the past two years on how customer behaviour is changing,
and how workshops need to catch up with this online model
to compete with the main dealers.

There were many purely technical presentations taking place
across the two days, with the likes of Bosch discussing secure
diagnostics, Darren Darling on DPF repairs, Tom Denton on EV
& Hybrid servicing, James Dillon, Andy Crook, Snap-on, ZF [pro]
Tech and many more. The team at autotechnician met many
of the speakers and technicians within the Meet the Experts
Lounge and it was fantastic to finally meet up in person. We’re
now looking forward to the Big Weekend get together in
Warwick this September to carry on where we left off, with old
friends and new. See page 32 within our autotech supplement for
details of a free hotel stay…

EVENT REVIEW

Another presentation that particularly struck a chord with
AT and the many technicians who attended, was hosted by
Quentin le Hetet of GiPA, who was joined by Hayley Pells of
Avia Motors, Jessica Potts of Book My Garage and Bob Wiffen
of LKQ Euro Car Parts, providing stats and practical tips on
the digitalisation of the modern garage and how to keep up
with the times when in comes to effective, and convenient,
customer communication. We will be covering this section
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That’s all folks?
The format and focus of The UK Garage & Bodyshop Event were
a hit with visitors and exhibitors alike, and will now become
a permanent fixture in the alternate years to Automechanika
Birmingham, which takes place at NEC Birmingham from 6 to 8
June 2023.
Find out more about the debates, industry news
& views from the UK Garage & Bodyshop Event on
www.autotechnican.co.uk and www.facebook.com/

FILTRATION

2022 IS THE YEAR OF THE TIGER
TIME TO BE KING!

A brand new range of filters is roaring into the UK aftermarket
/ OE matching quality // Over 90% car parc coverage
/// Exclusively available from GSF Car Parts

OIL

AIR

FUEL

CABIN

Find out more from your local GSF branch

EXCLUSIVE TO

431 Euro Pro 5 LINK

With super remote diagnosis, a variety of diagnostic functions are possible, significantly reducing the need for technicians
to purchase additional diagnostic tools or outsource diagnostic issues, meaning the vehicle can be fixed faster.

Features:
 Super Remote diagnostic, using the Launch SRD platform
 Compatible with multiple protocols
 Added support of OEM level tooling at a touch of a button
 Two years diagnostic software included
 One year Launch CarSet electronics database included
 Two-year Launch UK warranty

Comprehensive adapter set

 One click software updates almost daily
Technical spec:
Operating System Android 9.0 l CPU 1.8 GHz 8 Cores l Display 10.1" IPS l Capacity: 64 GB / microSD Card up to 128 GB

Battery 7000 mAh l Diagnosis Bluetooth / USB Cable (optional) l Camera Front 8 MP, Rear 5 MP l Dimension 264 x 210 x 30 mm (L x W x H)

Two year warranty
01752 344 989
enquiries@launchtech.co.uk

Two year software updates
www.launchtech.co.uk

